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We study the elasticity, ﬂuctuations, and pinning of a putative spontaneous vortex solid in ferromagnetic
superconductors. Using a rigorous thermodynamic argument, we show that in the idealized case of vanishing
crystalline pinning anisotropy the long-wavelength tilt modulus of such a vortex solid vanishes identically, as
guaranteed by the underlying rotational invariance. The vanishing of the tilt modulus means that, to lowest
order, the associated tension elasticity is replaced by the softer, curvature elasticity. The effect of this is to make
the spontaneous vortex solid qualitatively more susceptible to the disordering effects of thermal ﬂuctuations
and random pinning. We study these effects, taking into account the nonlinear elasticity, that, in three dimen
sions, is important at sufﬁciently long length scales, and showing that a “columnar elastic glass” phase of
vortices results. This phase is controlled by a previously unstudied zero-temperature ﬁxed point, and it is
characterized by elastic moduli that have universal strong wave-vector dependence out to arbitrarily long
length scales, leading to non-Hookean elasticity. We argue that, although translationally disordered for weak
disorder, the columnar elastic glass is stable against the proliferation of dislocations and is, therefore, a
topologically ordered elastic glass. As a result, the phenomenology of the spontaneous vortex state of isotropic
magnetic superconductors differs qualitatively from a conventional, external-ﬁeld-induced mixed state. For
example, for weak external ﬁelds H, the magnetic induction scales universally like B�H� � B�0� + cH�, with
� � 0.72.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.71.224506
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has been more than 20 years since superconducting ma
terials containing a periodic arrangement of magnetic rareearth ions were discovered.1 These included the rare-earth
compounds RRh4B4, RxMo6S8, and RxMo6Se8, with x = 1.0
or 1.2 and R a rare-earth material �such as Lu, Y, Tm, Er, Ho,
and Dy�. As temperature was varied, these materials dis
played either a superconducting or a magnetically ordered
phase, but no phase where both superconductivity and mag
netism coexisted simultaneously. More recent efforts, driven
by the need to understand high-Tc superconductivity and
other strongly correlated materials, have led to experimental
discoveries of systems exhibiting coexistence of supercon
ductivity and magnetic order, such as the rare-earth nickel
borocarbides2 RNi2B2C with relatively high superconducting
transition temperatures �Tc � 16.5 K for the Lu and 15 K for
the Y compound�. These materials exhibit a rich phase dia
gram that includes superconductivity, antiferromagnetism,
ferromagnetism, and spiral magnetic order.3,4 Although most
of these materials are antiferromagnets, there is now ample
experimental evidence5 that below both the Curie ��2.3 K�
and
the
superconducting
transition
temperatures
��10.5 K�, superconductivity and ferromagnetism competi
tively coexist in ErNi2B2C compounds. Other possible ex
amples of ferromagnetic superconductors �FS� are the re
cently
discovered
high-temperature
superconductor
Sr2YRu1−xCuxO6 and the putative p-wave triplet strontium
1098-0121/2005/71�22�/224506�36�/$23.00

ruthenate superconductor, Sr2RuO4, which spontaneously
breaks time-reversal symmetry, as well as the recently dis
covered compounds RuSr2GdCu2O8,6 UGe2,7 ZrZn2,8 and
URhGe.9
Although there are many interesting unanswered micro
scopic questions regarding the nature of such ferromagnetic
superconductors, much of their low-energy phenomenology
is dictated by general symmetry principles. These constrain
the form of the Ginzburg-Landau theory involving the local
magnetization M and the superconducting order parameter
�, which we expect to describe the low-energy equilibrium
thermodynamics. As we discuss in Sec. II, the resulting
theory predicts a rich phenomenology,10–16 which among
other phases admits a very interesting spontaneous vortex
�SV� state driven by the spontaneous magnetization, rather
than by an external magnetic ﬁeld H. The argument made in
the context of borocarbides15,16 �which we believe applies
more generally� implies that ferromagnetic superconductors
are expected to exhibit such a spontaneous �H = 0� vortex
state. Recent small-angle neutron-scattering experiments17
on ErNi2 11B2C provide some evidence for the existence of a
SV state. The combined effects of soft elasticity, random
pinning, and thermal ﬂuctuations lead to a unique phenom
enology for the SV solid; this unique phenomenology is the
subject of this paper.
We will show, in particular, that for H = 0 and vanishing
crystal anisotropy pinning ﬁelds,18 the elastic properties of
the resulting SV solid differ dramatically and qualitatively
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from those of a conventional Abrikosov lattice. The key
underlying difference is the vanishing of the tilt modulus,
which is guaranteed by the underlying rotational
invariance.18 This invariance is, of course, broken by the
magnetization M, but because this symmetry breaking is
spontaneous, the tilt modulus remains zero. This is reﬂected
by the invariance of the energy under a simultaneous global
rotation of the magnetization and vortex lattice induced by it.
Formally, the vanishing of the tilt modulus corresponds to
the vanishing of the “mass” of the local ﬁeld, which is a
Goldstone mode associated with the rotational symmetry that
is spontaneously broken by the vortex lattice and magnetiza
tion. This contrasts strongly with a conventional vortex solid,
where the rotational symmetry is explicitly broken by the
applied ﬁeld H and crystalline anisotropy. Of course, in a
real sample there will always be some degree of crystalline
anisotropy. We will show that our results for the columnar
elastic glass phase of the SV solid are valid out to a long
length scale that depends on the strength of crystalline aniso
tropy pinning ﬁelds. This length scale diverges with vanish
ing anisotropy so that our results best describe materials with
weak crystalline anisotropy.
All of the conclusions that we draw about other distinc
tive properties of the SV solid for H = 0 are a direct conse
quence of this important observation. In particular, we ﬁnd
that this “softness” �i.e., vanishing tilt modulus� of the SV
lattice dramatically enhances the effects of quenched disor
der and thermal ﬂuctuations. As in conventional vortex
lattices,19 any amount of disorder �, however weak, is sufﬁ
cient to destroy translational order in SV lattices. Here we
z
ﬁnd that the Larkin lengths R�
c and Rc, beyond which translational order is destroyed by random forces and torques, are
highly anisotropic both in their magnitude and in the way
they scale with pinning strength �. We predict
2/3
R�
c � 1/� ,

�1.1a�

Rzc � 1/�1/3 ,

�1.1b�

in d = 3 dimensions, a prediction that can, in principle, be
checked in neutron-scattering and transport measurements.
However, as we will show, for sufﬁciently weak pinning
�such that dislocation loops remain bound and the elastic
description remains valid�, the disorder also qualitatively al
ters the SV solid’s long-scale elastic properties, leading to
“anomalous elasticity”: the universal scaling of elastic
moduli with wave vector q out to arbitrarily long length
scales �small q�, with some elastic moduli vanishing and oth
ers diverging as the wave vector q � 0. Other related long
length scale elastic properties include a universal negative
Poisson ratio and a non-Hookean elasticity. This anomalous
elasticity is completely distinct from the well-known wavevector dependence of the tilt and bulk moduli at short length
scales �less than the London penetration length �, or, equiva
lently, at wave vectors q such that q� � 1� in conventional
vortex lattices.20 This long-wavelength anomalous behavior
is characteristic of a kind of topologically ordered columnar
elastic glass phase of vortices, which can be shown21 to be
stable, for weak disorder, against the proliferation of dislo
cations. This spontaneous vortex solid is another example of
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FIG. 1. The nonlinear and universal power-law B�H� scaling,
which at weakest ﬁelds H � Hcr and strongest ﬁelds H � HNL is cut
off by the crystal symmetry breaking anisotropy and �NL,
respectively.

a class of soft elastic systems,22 where long-scale elasticity
of the strongly interacting Goldstone modes �associated with
the spontaneously ordered phase� is characterized by a non
trivial low-temperature ﬁxed point leading to universal
anomalous elasticity.
The best way to experimentally probe the consequences
of spontaneously broken symmetry is to break it directly
with a weak external ﬁeld. Here we predict that, as a conse
quence of the anomalous elasticity, the increase in the mag
netic induction �B�H� � B�H� − B�0� over the spontaneous
induction B�0� as a function of weak applied ﬁeld H obeys a
universal “non-Hookean” scaling law

�B�H� � H� ,

�1.2�

with the universal exponent � = 0.72± 0.04 �see Fig. 1�, a
prediction that should be experimentally testable. This nonHookean scaling is in contrast to conventional vortex lattices
in which �B�H� scales approximately linearly with H − Hc1
for H � Hc1.28
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,
we review the Ginzburg-Landau theory of magnetic super
conductors, considering the idealized case of vanishing crys
talline pinning anisotropy,18 and use it to derive the effective
interaction between vortex lines in such materials. Using this
result, we show rigorously, using a thermodynamic argu
ment, that as a consequence of the underlying rotational in
variance the tilt modulus at long wavelengths c44�qz = 0� van
ishes in the spontaneous vortex state, thereby showing that
the low-energy, long-wavelength tilt modes of the spontane
ous vortex lattice are controlled by curvature elasticity of the
form ���z2u�2 �rather than by a conventional tension type
��zu�2, with u�r� the transverse displacement ﬁeld of the vor
tex lattice�, and derive the curvature modulus �. In Sec. III,
we examine the consequences of the softness of the tilt
modes for the physics of the ﬂuctuations and pinning of the
spontaneous vortex lattice. We show that although both are
strongly enhanced quantitatively, in clean samples we expect
the spontaneous vortex lattice phenomenology to remain un
modiﬁed. This is because the thermal mean-squared ﬂuctua
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tions in the SV solid, in three dimensions, are dominated by
contributions from short length scales �at which, the sponta
neous lattice elasticity should not differ qualitatively from
that of a conventional lattice.� In particular, we expect only
quantitative changes in the melting curve of a spontaneous
vortex lattice in a clean sample. In contrast, we ﬁnd that the
effects of pinning by random impurities differ qualitatively
from that of a conventional vortex lattice. Speciﬁcally, we
p
p
show that for d � duc
= 9 / 2, �in contrast to duc
= 4 in an ordi
nary vortex lattice� random pinning disorders the spontane
ous vortex lattice on length scales larger than the highly an
isotropic Larkin domains given by Eqs. �1.1a� and �1.1b�
�see also Eqs. �4.14a� and �4.14b��. In Sec. IV we begin by
ignoring the effects of nonlinear elasticity and tilt disorder
and show that on length scales longer than Rz,�
c , the powerlaw roughness of the vortex lattice crosses over to the loga
rithmic growth of mean-squared phonon distortions, as in
conventional vortex lattices. Next, we include tilt disorder
t
�which is always present� and ﬁnd that for d � duc
= 7 / 2 it
leads to a far stronger power-law roughness of the vortex
lattice, thereby dominating over the logarithmic roughness
caused by the vortex positional pinning. In Sec. V, we show
that as a consequence of such strong power-law distortions,
the nonlinear elasticity becomes qualitatively important, as
indicated by the breakdown of perturbation theory in the
presence of an, in principle, arbitrarily weak pinning. These
ﬁndings are consistent with similar results for other soft sol
ids in the presence of disorder, most notably from studies of
liquid crystals conﬁned in a random matrix.22,29 In Sec. VI
we use the momentum-shell renormalization-group method
to determine the consequences of these effects for the longscale properties of the randomly pinned spontaneous vortex
lattice. We show that for scales larger than an anisotropic
NL
, the elasticity becomes
nonlinear crossover length scale �z,�
anomalous and scales universally with the wave vector. It is
controlled by a nontrivial zero-temperature ﬁxed point that is
perturbative in � = 7 / 2 − d. In Sec. VII we analyze the topo
logical stability of the SV solid and argue that the resulting
phase in the presence of disorder is a columnar elastic
glass30,21 �CEG� that is stable against the proliferation of
dislocations. The term “elastic glass” describes a phase that,
while translationally disordered, retains topological order.
Other examples of elastic glasses have been predicted for
smectic29,31,32 and columnar �discotic�21,33 liquid crystals.
Associated with the loss of translational order is a broaden
ing of the Bragg scattering peaks, so that they now exhibit
power-law decay rather than delta-function divergences. The
absence of even quasisharp Bragg peaks in these systems is
the reason we refer to them as elastic glasses rather than
Bragg glasses �of which the ordinary �ﬁeld-induced� disor
dered vortex lattice is an example34�. An elastic glass is dis
tinguished from the liquid phase by being free of unbound
dislocation loops, which proliferate in the liquid. The glass
transition is identiﬁed as an “unbinding” of the dislocation
loops. This transition is then, qualitatively, very similar to the
melting of the ﬂux lattice in the absence of disorder, which
can also be thought of as an unbinding of dislocation loops.
The only difference is that in the glass problem, the ﬂux
lattice is translationally disordered both above and below the
transition. The absence of defects below the transition, how

ever, means that the low-temperature solid phase still has a
ﬁnite shear modulus, leading to glassy behavior. The experi
mental consequences of this behavior are discussed in Sec.
VIII, and Sec. IX contains a discussion of possible future
theoretical directions.
II. GINZBURG-LANDAU PHENOMENOLOGY
AND HARMONIC ELASTIC THEORY
OF A SPONTANEOUS VORTEX LATTICE

Irrespective of the microscopic mechanism that is ulti
mately responsible for the stability of the spontaneous ferro
magnetic superconducting state, general symmetry principles
dictate that the long length scale phenomenology is de
scribed by an effective Landau-Ginzburg free-energy func
tional
F=

�

��

��

�

dr

+

1
1
b2 1
+ ��T��M�2 + ��M�4 + �� � M�2 − b · M
4
2
8� 2

−

1
b·H ,
4�

1
b
�2
a�T����2 + ���4 +
2
4
2m

�− i

2�
a �
�0

�

2

�2.1�

where ��r� is the local superconducting order parameter,
M�r� is the magnetization, �0 = hc / 2e is the quantum of ﬂux,
a is the vector potential, b = � � a is the total ﬂux density
inside the superconductor, H is the external magnetic ﬁeld,
and we have �for now� ignored crystalline anisotropy.18 The
constants a, b, �, �, and � are experimentally accessible
phenomenological parameters, with a�T� and ˜� = ��T� − 4�
changing sign at the superconducting and ferromagnetic tran
sition temperatures, respectively.35 The magnetic ﬁeld h as
sociated with the superconducting currents satisﬁes
Ampère’s law � � h = 4�j / c �c is the speed of light in
vacuum� and is related to b by
b�r� = h�r� + 4�M�r� + H.

�2.2�

The term � � M�2 in Eq. �2.1� stands for �i��Mi�2. From Eq.
�2.2� we observe that the ﬂux density b is determined by
magnetization of the local moments M, the external mag
netic ﬁeld H, and the screening magnetic ﬁeld h generated
by the diamagnetic orbital currents j.
The minimization of F with respect to �, a, and M leads
to the following three coupled equations:

�

�

2� 2
1
1
�2
�− i a � = − a� − b���2� ,
2
2
�0
2m

�2.3a�

1
2e2 2
ie�
��� a
� � �� � a� =
�� � �* − �* � �� −
2mc
mc2
4�
+ � �M+

1
� � H,
4�

�2.3b�

b�r� = �M + ��M�2M − ��2M.

�2.3c�
12

It has been shown many years ago by Kuper et al. and by
Greenside et al.14 that, depending on the actual values of
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model parameters, the above mean-ﬁeld equations admit a
variety of equilibrium phases, with transitions between them
controlled by the temperature, which enters model param
eters, most notably ��T� and a�T�. In addition to the para
magnetic normal phase, M = � = 0 appearing for ˜��T� � 0,
a�T� � 0, a pure superconducting state, M = 0, � � 0, a ferro
magnetic normal state �M � 0 , � = 0� and a stable spiral phase
�where superconductivity coexists with spiraling magnetiza
tion� can appear. Furthermore, the Ginzburg-Landau theory
also predicts a thermodynamically stable spontaneous vortex
state for a range of physically realistic parameters that give a
large Abrikosov ratio required for a robust mixed state �
� / � � O�10�, � being the superconducting coherence length
and � the London penetration depth� and a large exchange �
necessary to suppress the competing spiral phase. In this
mixed state, vortices are induced by the local magnetic mo
ments that are spontaneously ordered into a uniform ferro
magnetic state. This is in contrast to conventional vortex
lattices, which are induced by an external magnetic ﬁeld.
It is not our intention in this article to study the rich phase
diagram that follows from Eqs. �2.3a�, �2.3b�, and �2.3c�. For
this, we refer the interested reader to previous work,12,14
where this has been done in great detail. Instead our focus
here is on the spontaneous vortex state. We use the
Ginzburg-Landau theory to derive the vortex line interaction
and elasticity of the resulting spontaneous vortex solid phase
and study it in the presence of thermal ﬂuctuations and ran
dom pinning.
A. Interaction potential between vortices in the SV state

The description of the vortex state can, as usual, be de
rived from the Ginzburg-Landau theory by reexpressing the
ﬁelds � and a in terms of the vortex positions, thereby reex
pressing energy in terms of the vortex conformational de
grees of freedom. To this end, taking the curl of Eq. �2.2�,
using Ampère’s law � � h = �4� / c�j, and b = � � a, we ob
tain
1
1
� � �� � a� = j�r� + � � M�r�
4�
c

�2.5�

which, in the London approximation � = �0ei��r� �with �0 a
constant except inside the small vortex core of size �, which
is valid in the large � / � � 1 limit�, reduces to28
j�r� = −

�

�

�0
c
�� .
2 a�r� −
2�
4��

R��z� = �r��z�,z�

�2.7�

�2.8�

parametrizing the trajectory of the �th vortex line as it
traverses the superconducting sample �we choose the average
magnetization and vortex direction to be along the ẑ axis�,
we ﬁnd
b�r� − �2�2b�r� = �0

dR

�� �2�r − r��z�� dz� − 4��2�2M�r�.
�2.9�

This London equation differs from its counterpart in ordi
nary superconductors by the presence of the local magneti
zation term on its right-hand side. It needs to be solved si
multaneously with the constitutive relation �Eq. �2.3c��
relating ﬂux-density b and magnetization M.
Using Eq. �2.3c� and the H = 0 version of Eq. �2.2�, we
can write the following equation for the screening ﬁeld h�r�:
h�r� = ˜�M + ��M�2M − ��2M

�2.10�

with ˜� = � − 4�. For small h�r� and ˜� � 0 this equation has
the spatially uniform solution M�r� = h��˜�� / � � M0. Linear
izing about this solution by writing M�r� = M0 + � M�r� and
expanding to linear order in � M�r� gives, for q � 0,
M�q� = �M�q� = ��q�h�q�,

�2.11�

where the second equality follows from the fact that M0,
being spatially uniform, contributes nothing to M�q� for q
� 0, and

��q� �

1
2�˜��T�� + �q2

.

�2.12�

Combining this equation with Eq. �2.9� gives, in Fourier
space
�1 + �2q2�b�q� = �0

��

�

dze−iq·R��z�

dR�
+ 4��2q2��q�h�q�.
dz
�2.13�

Now, using Eq. �2.11� together with the H = 0 version of Eq.
�2.2� gives
b�q� = �1 + 4���q��h�q�,

�2.6�

This relates superconducting currents to the vector potential
and the phase of the superconducting order parameter, with
the London penetration depth given by � = �mc2 / 4�e2�20�1/2.
Taking the curl of this current and using Ampère’s law, together with Eq. �2.2� and

dR

�� �2�r − r��z�� dz� ,

where the sum runs over vortices, with

�2.4�

for zero external magnetic ﬁeld.
Comparing this expression to Eq. �2.3b� gives the stan
dard expression for the superconducting current28
2e2 2
ie�
��� a,
j�r� =
�� � �* − �* � �� −
2m
mc

� � � � = 2�

�2.14�

which allows us to solve for the magnetic ﬁeld h�q� and ﬂux
density b�q�
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�
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1 + �2q2 + 4���q� dz
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b�q� = �0

��

�

dz

�1 + 4���q��e−iq·R��z� dR�
.
1 + �2q2 + 4���q� dz
�2.15b�

It is easy to verify that, for one ﬂux line, �dxbz�x , z� = �0,
giving the magnetic ﬂux quantization for a single vortex. On
the other hand, the magnetic ﬁeld h�r�, because of the
screening currents around the vortex cores, satisﬁes
�dxhz�x , z� � �0 / �1 + 4���0�� � �0 and is therefore not
quantized.
To proceed further we use the London approximation for
the kinetic-energy density
�2
2m

��

��

2i�
a �
�0

�−

2

=

=

� � ��
�2
2m

dr

�−

��

2

+

� �
dr

=

�

q

�2.17�

is the ferromagnetic part. We thus obtain

dR�
dR�
· V�R��z� − R��z���
,
dz
dz�

�20
4�

�

q

e−iq·�R��z�−R��z���
.
1 + �2q2 + 4���q�

2�˜�� + �q2
�20
.
2 2
4� �1 + � q ��2�˜�� + �q2� + 4�

�2.23�

Having derived the interaction potential between ﬂux
lines, we are now in a position to calculate the tilt modulus
of the spontaneous vortex lattice and to show that in the
absence of an external ﬁeld, it indeed vanishes identically as
dictated by rotational symmetry.18 To this end, we shall write
the vortex trajectories as
r��z� = X� + u�X�,z�,

1 + � 2q 2
�h�q��2
8�

1
��q��h�q��2
2

dz�

In the absence of the ferromagnetic component ���q� = 0�,
V�q� reduces to the usual London interaction between vorti
ces in a conventional isotropic superconductor.
Using our earlier result �2.12� for ��q� implies that the
interaction potential V is given in Fourier space by

d3r�h2�r� + �2�� � h�2�,

� �
q

dz

with the interaction potential

�2.18�

�2.24�

with X� the equilibrium lattice position of the �th ﬂux line
and u�X� , z� the two component displacement at height z
relative to X�. Expanding the London free energy FL of the
spontaneous vortex system �Eq. �2.21�� up to quadratic order
in the displacements u�X� , z� leads to FL = F0 + Fel, where F0
is the energy of an undistorted vortex lattice

�

F0 =

1
1
1
d3r ˜��M�2 + ��M�4 + �� � M�2 ,
2
4
2

�

� �

B. Tilt and curvature moduli, and harmonic elastic
theory of a spontaneous vortex lattice

is the free energy associated with superconducting currents,
and

=

�

Expressions �2.12� and �2.23� are the expressions we shall
use below to derive the elastic moduli of the SV lattice.

Using the fact that b = h + 4�M, the London free energy re
duces to a sum FL = Fs + Fm, where �we henceforth use the
shorthand notation �q = ��d3q / �2��3��

�

1
2 ��

V�q� =

�

�

1
8�

�2.20�

�2.21�

b2 1
+ ��T��M�2
8� 2

1
+ �� � M�2 − b · M .
2

Fm =

FL =

1
�2
b2 1
+ ��T��M�2 + ��M�4
�� � h�2 +
4
8� 2
2�

Fs =

�

�2.22�
�2.16�

1
1
+ ��M�4 + �� � M�2 − b · M ,
4
2

=

q

V�R��z� − R��z��� =

�2
�� � h�2
8�

2i�
a �
�0

��

1 + � 2q 2
+ ��q� �h�q��2 .
4�

Now, using the expression �2.15a� for h�q� we ﬁnally obtain
the London free energy of an arbitrary conformation of in
teracting ﬂux lines

2��2 2
j ,
c2

to reduce the H = 0 Ginzburg-Landau free-energy functional
�2.1� to the London expression, omitting a constant associ
ated with the condensation energy, obtaining:
FL =

1
2

FL =

1
2 ��

�

� �

1
= �n2
2

�2.19�

dz

dz�V�X� − X�,z − z��,

�Q V�Q�,

�2.25�

and Fel is the elastic energy of the lattice, which in Fourier
space is given by
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Fel =

1
2

�

u��q�����q�u��− q�,

�2.26�

q

where � is the volume of the system, n = B / �0 is the average
density of ﬂux lines �B being the magnetic induction�, the
Q’s are the reciprocal lattice vectors, and we have used Ein
stein’s implicit summation convention over the repeated in
dices � and �, which run over the two directions �x and y�
perpendicular to z, the mean direction of the ﬂux lines. The
elastic matrix ����q� of the FLL derived from using the
expansion �2.24� in the elastic Hamiltonian �2.21� has the
usual form20
����q� = n2

����qzẑ� = ���n2

�2.33�
which is exactly of the form required by �2.29�, enabling us
to identify
c44�qz� = n2

with V�q� the interaction potential of Eq. �2.23�.
As discussed in the Introduction, in a SV state with no
external ﬁeld to explicitly break rotational symmetry,18 the
underlying rotational invariance guarantees a vanishing of
the vortex-line tilt modulus c44. We now prove this explicitly
for a spontaneous vortex lattice, via a rigorous thermody
namic argument.
Given that the elastic matrix of a hexagonal vortex lattice
�which is the lattice type we expect for an isotropic interac
tion potential� is of the general form20 �in the following, and
throughout the rest of the paper, q� stands for the projection
of q onto the plane that is orthogonal to ẑ, and Greek indices
in q� , q� , …, run over components of q� only�
����q� = �c11 − c66�q�q� +

+

c44�0� = B

�2.30�

Using the fact that V�q� depends only on the squared
magnitude q2 of q, we can rewrite this as

� �
� ˜V�Q2�
�B

�Q

�2.31�

we can rewrite �2.31� as

�Q Q f�Q ���� ,
2

2

= Ṽ��Q2�
L

� �
� Q2
�B

�2.36�

�2.37�

,
L

=Ṽ��Q2�

Q2�B0�
,
B0

=Ṽ��Q2�

Q2�B�
,
B

�2.38�

where ��� / �B��L denotes derivatives with respect to B keep
ing the lattice structure ﬁxed, and we have used �2.37� in the
last two equalities. Now using this result �2.38� and n
= B / �0, we have
B

�

� �

� 1 2
�n
1 2˜
n � V�Q� = �
n V��Q2�Q2 + Ṽ�Q2�Bn
2
�B 2 Q
�B
Q
= c44�0�,

where Ṽ is the interaction potential such that V�q� = Ṽ�q2�.
Now, using the fact that for a hexagonal lattice
1
Q�Q� f�Q � =
2

�

�2.35�

for all reciprocal lattice vectors Q. It then follows that

�Q Q�Q��Ṽ�Q2 + q2z � − Ṽ�Q2��

2

�

� 1 2
n � V�Q� .
�B 2 Q

�2.29�

�Q Q�Q��V�Q − qzẑ� − V�Q��

+ Ṽ�Q2 + qz2�qz2��� ,

�

Q2
Ṽ��Q2� + Ṽ�Q2� ,
2

Q2�B� = Q2�B0�B/B0 ,

Setting q = qzẑ in our general expression �2.27� for ��� gives

����qzẑ� = n2

�

To see this last step more explicitly we ﬁrst note that keeping
the lattice structure hexagonal, increasing the magnetic ﬁeld
B must decrease the lattice constant a �since the ﬂux carried
by each vortex line is a ﬁxed quantum of ﬂux �0�. Indeed,
since for hexagonal lattice B = �0 / �a2�3�, we see that Q2
� 1 / a2�B� � B, for all reciprocal lattice vectors Q. Equiva
lently,

we see that the tilt modulus c44�q� can be extracted from
����qzẑ�, which, according to �2.28�, should be simply

+ qz2���V�Q − qzẑ�.

�Q

which can be rewritten as20

�2.28�

����q� = n2

�

This expression of c44�qz� has the following limit as qz � 0:

2
c66q�
�,

����qzẑ� = c44�qzẑ�q2z ��� .

�

Q2 ˜V�Q2 + qz2� − Ṽ�Q2�
+ Ṽ�Q2 + q2z � .
2
q2z

c44�0� = n2

�2.27�

����c44qz2

�Q

�2.34�

�Q ���Q� − q���Q� − q�� + q2z ����V�Q − q�

− Q�Q�V�Q��

�Q

Q2
�Ṽ�Q2 + q2z � − Ṽ�Q2�� + Ṽ�Q2 + q2z �qz2 ,
2

�

�2.39�

as claimed earlier.
As can be seen from Eq. �2.25�, the quantity in square
brackets Eq. �2.39� is nothing but the free-energy density
�F0 / �� of a lattice of straight vortex lines, which leads to
c44�qz = 0� = B

�2.32�

�
�F0/��.
�B

�2.40�

In the presence of an external magnetic ﬁeld H, thermody
namics dictates that
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� �F0/�� H
=
,
�B
4�
and hence we ﬁnd
c44�qz = 0� =

BH
,
4�

�2.42�

c44�qz = 0� = 0,

�2.43�

as required by rotational invariance.
Having established the vanishing of the tilt modulus at
qz = 0, let us now ﬁnd the limiting form of c44�qz� for small
qz. Using a Taylor expansion of the right-hand side of Eq.
�2.34� near qz = 0 leads to the following expression:
c44�qz� =

�Q

�

�

Q2 ˜
V��Q2� + Ṽ��Q2� .
4

�2.44�

Neglecting the periodicity of the ﬂux lattice and retaining
only the Q = 0 term, which is usually dominant at high den
sity, in the sum gives
c44�qz� � �qz2 ,
with

��

�

�2.45a�

�

B2 �� − ˜�2�2
.
4� �2� + �˜���2

1
B2
,
2 2
4� 1 + � q + 4���q�

�2.46�

where we used the fact that n = B / �0. In the absence of a
magnetic component, ��q� = 0 and Eq. �2.46� reduces to the
usual result for the tilt modulus in conventional type-II su
perconductors.
We can now combine this result for the tilt modulus with
the standard analysis20 usually applied to obtain the compres
sion and shear moduli and thus write down the harmonic
elastic energy for the spontaneous vortex lattice. From the
general expression of the elastic matrix �Eq. �2.28��, the
compression and shear moduli are given by c11�q�
= �xx�qx̂� / q2 and c66�q� = �xx�qŷ� / q2, respectively. Hence,
using Eq. �2.27� for ��q�, we obtain
c11�q� =

n2
q2

�

�Q ��Qx − q�2V�Q − qx̂� − Q2x V�Q��,

1
B2
,
4� 1 + �2q2 + 4���q�

�2.48�

where we have again used the fact that n = B / �0. On the
other hand, in expression �2.47b� for the shear modulus, ex
panding V�Q − qŷ� to second order in q we obtain the follow
ing expression:
c66 =

�2V�Q�
n2
Q2x
,
2 Q�0
� Q2y

�

�2.49�

a result that should be valid �c66 being in general weakly
dispersive� over the entire Brillouin zone of the SV lattice.
These results are identical to the standard expressions for the
ordinary �ﬁeld-induced� vortex lattices in conventional su
perconductors, apart from the presence of the susceptibility
��q�, which reduces to a constant at small wave vector and
therefore should not qualitatively alter the long-wavelength
behavior of the vortex lattice.
Before closing this section, we note that in the expression
of the elastic Hamiltonian of the SV lattice �Eq. �2.26��,
����q� for a triangular lattice can be written in the form
L
T
�q� + �T�q�P��
�q�,
����q� = �L�q�P��
L
2
�q� = q�q� / q�
P��

�2.50�

T
L
P��
�q� = ��� − P��
�q�

and
are the
where
longitudinal and transverse projection operators onto the di
rection of q̂� = q� / q� and the perpendicular direction in the
�qx , qy� plane, respectively, and where the longitudinal and
transverse parts of the elastic matrix are given by
2
�L�q� = c11�q�q�
+ c44�q�qz2 ,

�2.51a�

2
�T�q� = c66q�
+ c44�q�qz2 .

�2.51b�

Having established the harmonic elastic theory for the
spontaneous vortex lattice, we next use it to study the effects
of thermal ﬂuctuations and quenched disorder. As discussed
in the Introduction, we anticipate these to be signiﬁcantly
enhanced relative to that of a conventional vortex lattice, due
to the softness �vanishing of c44� of the spontaneous vortex
solid.
III. THERMAL FLUCTUATIONS AND MELTING
OF A “SOFT” SPONTANEOUS VORTEX LATTICE

As usual the effect of thermal ﬂuctuations on vortex lat
tice translational order is encoded in the vortex line meansquared ﬂuctuation �u2� relative to the ideal lattice positions.
This quantity determines the level of translational order,
namely, the intensity of the Bragg peaks �in, e.g., neutron
scattering� through the Debye-Waller factor
W = e−Q

�2.47a�

�2.47b�

The compression modulus is readily evaluated in the con
tinuum �Q = 0� limit, with the result

�2.45b�

Hence, the long-wavelength bending energy of the spontane
ous vortex lattice is characterized by a curvature �as opposed
to tension� elastic energy of the form ���z2u�2. Note, however, that expressions �2.45a� and �2.45b� for the curvature
modulus � are valid only at long wavelengths, i.e., for qz
� 0. At short wavelengths, we can restrict the reciprocal
lattice sum in Eq. �2.34� to the Q = 0 term �the so-called
continuum approximation�, upon which the tilt modulus
c44�q� takes the following expression:
c44�q� �

n2
Q2�V�Q − qŷ� − V�Q��.
q2 Q�0 x

c11�q� =

which shows, that for H = 0 the long-wavelength tilt modulus
vanishes identically

n2qz2

c66�q� =

�2.41�

2�u2�

,

�3.1�

with Q the length of the shortest reciprocal-lattice vector.
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Similarly the location of the melting transition Bm�T� in
the B-T phase diagram can be roughly located by using �u2�
through the Lindemann criterion
�u2� = cL2 a2 ,

�3.2�

corresponding to thermal root-mean-square ﬂuctuation of
vortex lines becoming comparable to the average vortex
spacing a = ��0 / B, with the Lindemann constant cL conven
tionally taken to be on the order of 0.1.
Within the harmonic approximation �which, as we will
ﬁnd a posteriori, remains valid at low T� �u2� can be easily
computed using Eq. �2.26� above. Equipartition �i.e., simple
Gaussian integration� gives the standard expression36 �we
use units such that Boltzmann’s constant kB = 1�
�u2� �

�

q

T
,
2
+ c44�q�qz2
c66q�

�3.3�

where we have assumed that c11 � c66 �as is usually the case
for materials with a high Ginzburg ratio � / ��. It is clear from
Eq. �3.3� that �as in conventional vortex lattices36� thermal
rms vortex ﬂuctuations are dominated by the largest
wavevectors near the Brillouin zone boundary, i.e., near q�
� � = � / a, qz � 1 / �. At these short length scales we expect
the spontaneous vortex lattice to be characterized by a ﬁnite
tilt modulus, i.e., for c44�qz� to approach the expression given
in Eq. �2.46�, which should not be too different from that of
a conventional �external magnetic-ﬁeld-induced� vortex lat
tice. We therefore conclude that thermal vortex ﬂuctuations
�u2� and all other physical observables, such as the melting
curve and the strength of Bragg peaks, to be qualitatively
�and roughly even quantitatively� unchanged by the longwavelength “softness” �c44�qz � 0� � �qz2� of the spontaneous
vortex lattice. We can compare the SV lattice ﬂuctuations
with the conventional vortex �CV� lattice ﬂuctuations
��u2�CV� by treating ��q� perturbatively �valid deep in the
ferromagnetic phase where �˜�� � 1�
�u2� � �u2�CV +

�

CV
Tc44
�q�qz2

2
q „c66q�

+

Hd =

As in a conventional vortex lattice, random pinning
couples to the vortex density ��r� �positional disorder� and to
the local vortex tilt ﬁeld �zu �tilt disorder, which we discuss
in more detail in Sec. IV C�, which are proportional to the z
and � components, respectively, of the local magnetic induc
tion vector ﬁeld B. The effects of disorder on the spontane
ous vortex lattice can therefore be incorporated through the
Hamiltonian H = Hel + Hd, where the elastic energy is given
by Eq. �2.26� and the pinning energy is given by37,30

�4.1�

2
�L�q� = c11q�
+ �qz4 ,

�4.2a�

2
+ �qz4 .
�T�q� = c66q�

�4.2b�

This elastic matrix is unique to the spontaneous vortex lat
tice, with the curvature modulus � given by Eq. �2.45b�.
A. Perturbative treatment of random pinning:
Larkin approximation

The simplest �yet quite revealing� approximation in a
study of random pinning of a periodic medium �e.g., a vortex
lattice� is the Larkin approximation. This approximation
amounts to Taylor expanding the positional pinning energy
�which is a nonlinear function of u� to linear order in the
phonon displacement u. This can be done by expressing the
vortex density ��r� as an explicit function of u

��r� = Re� ˜�QeiQ·�r+u�r�� ,

�4.3�

Q

which leads to a positional pinning energy

4���q�
, �3.4�
+ � 2q 2

IV. RANDOM PINNING WITHIN THE HARMONIC
ELASTIC THEORY

dr�Vd�r���r� + h�r� · �zu�r��,

where Vd�r� and h�r� are the random pinning potentials for
positional and tilt disorders, respectively.
As we will see in a moment, unlike the effects of thermal
ﬂuctuations studied above, quenched disorder leads to vortex
lattice distortions that are dominated by long length scale
ﬂuctuations. As a result, we anticipate that the softness asso
ciated with the vanishing of the long-wavelength tilt modu
lus in a SV lattice will have qualitatively important effects.
Hence, to study pinning effects, which will be the focus of
the rest of the paper, we specialize on the long wavelength
form of the elastic Hamiltonian. This is characterized by the
L
T
�q� + �T�q�P��
�q� with the
elastic matrix ����q� = �L�q�P��
following long-wavelength behavior of the longitudinal and
transverse components:

H d� =

CV
c44
�q�q2z …2 1

where cCV
44 is the tilt modulus for a convention vortex lattice.
This shows that to lowest order in ��q� the SV lattice ﬂuc
tuations are larger, as we would expect because of the addi
tional softness.

�

�

dr Re

�Q UQ�r�eiQ·u�r� ,

�4.4�

where the Q’s are the reciprocal lattice vectors of the vortex
lattice and
UQ�r� = ˜�QVd�r�eiQ·r .

�4.5�

We expect correlations of Vd�r� to be short-ranged. Even if
they are not, those of UQ�r� are, due to the eiQ·r factor, as
discussed in Ref. 29. This means that one can accurately
capture the long length scale physics of the problem by tak
ing them to be zero range and Gaussian, characterized by a
second cumulant
UQ�r�UQ��r�� = �Q�d�r − r���Q,Q� ,
*

�4.6�

where the set of phenomenological parameters �Q’s depend
on the microscopic natures of the impurities, the vortex lat
tice, and their interactions.
In using the Larkin approximation we expand the periodic
nonlinear piece for small u, valid only at short length scales
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such that the typical induced vortex displacement urms
= �u2� is small compared to the correlation length of the ran
dom potential. With this approximation we can write the pin
ning energy as

�

Hd �

dr�f�r� · u�r� + h�r� · �zu�r��,

�4.7�

Csf �Rz� �

Rc� �

�4.8�

where � f = �QQ2�Q. This leads to a total Hamiltonian in this
short-scale Larkin regime that is given by
H = Hel +

�

�4.9�

drf�r� · u�r�.

Above we have dropped the tilt disorder h�r�, since it is
clearly subdominant to the uncorrelated random force f�r�
arising from the Larkin approximation to the positional pin
ning disorder. Standard Gaussian integration then leads to the
disorder-averaged phonon correlation function
C f �r� = CLf�r� + CTf�r� = ��u�r� − u�0��2�,

�4.10�

where the longitudinal and transverse parts Cs��r� �with s
= L,T labeling the longitudinal and transverse polarizations,
respectively� of C f �r� are given by
Csf �r� =

�

2T�1 − cos�q · r��
2
B sq �

q

�2� f

�

q

+

+

�qz4

�

2� f �1 − cos�q · r��
2
�Bsq�
+ �qz4�2

q

1 − cos�q · r�
2
�Bsq�
+ �qz4�2

,

�4.11�

,

with BL = c11 and BT = c66 the bulk and shear moduli of the
vortex lattice, respectively, and where, in going from the ﬁrst
to the second equation, we have neglected the thermal con
tribution to Csf �r�, which is subdominant to the disorder part
at small wave vectors.
Simple dimensional analysis shows that, for d � 9 / 2, the
above integrals are dominated by long length scales, justify
ing our use of long-wavelength elastic theory derived in Sec.
II. In d dimensions we ﬁnd:
�f
R�9/2�−d ,
1/4 7/4 �
� Bs

�4.12a�

�f
Rz9−2d ,
��5−d�/2B�d−1�/2
s

�4.12b�

Csf �r = R�� �

Csf �r = Rzẑ� �

where we have dropped overall numerical factors of order
unity, and z and � denote directions along and perpendicular
to the ﬂux lines, respectively. In the physically relevant case
of d = 3, the above two expressions become
Csf �R��

�

3/2
� f R�

�1/4Bs7/4

,

�4.13a�

�4.13b�

Equating these correlation functions to the square of the lat
tice spacing a2 leads to highly anisotropic Larkin lengths in
the xy and z directions, given, respectively, by

with f�r� an effective random force with two-point correla
tions
f ��r�f ��r�� = � f �����r − r��,

� f R3z
.
�Bs

�

Rzc �

�1/4Bs7/4a2
�f

� �
� B sa 2
�f

�

2/3

�4.14a�

,

1/3

�4.14b�

.

These lengths characterize the dimensions of ordered Lar
kin domains beyond which pinning dominates over elastic
energy, disrupting the translational order of the spontaneous
vortex lattice. The ﬁniteness of these 3d Larkin domains
demonstrates the absence of long-range translational order
even for arbitrarily weak disorder. By this last criterion, the
Larkin lengths also deﬁne the range of length scales over
which the above random-force perturbation theory, as de
ﬁned by the Hamiltonian �4.9�, is valid. At longer length
scales the rms value of u exceeds the lattice spacing, which
invalidates the approximation we used in obtaining Eq. �4.7�.
Also, because the random force dominates over the random
tilt disorder, it is the positional pinning �rather than tilt dis
order� that determines the size of Larkin domains.
However, as is well known for conventional vortex lat
tices and other periodic media,38 on longer length scales the
Larkin approximation highly overestimates the effect of dis
z
order. On scales beyond R�
c and Rc, a more sophisticated
approach that takes into account the nonlinearity of the po
sitional disorder is necessary. Next we shall use the replica
Gaussian variational method,39,34 to treat the long-scale ef
fects of the �seemingly dominant� positional disorder alone.
For now, ignoring tilt disorder and nonlinear elasticity, we
shall ﬁnd, that, in spite of the soft elasticity of the tilt modes
in a spontaneous vortex lattice, positional disorder leads to a
logarithmic growth of the displacement correlation function
C f �r� in the physical case of d = 3 dimensions, as it does in
conventional vortex lattices in ordinary superconductors.38,34
B. Positional pinning on long length scales

As discussed above, the perturbative �random-force� treat
ment of positional disorder breaks down on length scales
z
longer than the Larkin lengths R�
c and Rc of Eqs. �4.14a� and
�4.14b�. In this section we shall use a replica variational
analysis40,41 similar to the one carried out in Refs. 39 and 34
to ﬁnd the contribution to the long-distance behavior of the
two-point correlation function for relative vortex displace
ment from the seemingly dominant positional disorder alone.
Our starting point here is the Hamiltonian
H=

�

q

1
2
�Kq�
+ �qz4��u�q��2 +
2

�

dr Re

�Q UQ�r�eiQ·u�r� ,
�4.15�

where for simplicity we have used isotropic elasticity with a
single in-plane elastic constant K and the positional disorder
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correlations are given by Eq. �4.6�. Employing the standard
replica “trick”42 to average over the quenched disorder,38 we
obtain the following replicated effective Hamiltonian
m

Hef f �

�
a=1

�

q

1
2
+ �q4z �ua�q� · ua�− q�
�Kq�
2

m

−

� �

a,b=1 Q�0

�

to the Larkin approximation of random pinning forces and
which is only valid inside the Larkin domains deﬁned by the
z
length scales R�
c and Rc of Eqs. �4.14a� and �4.14b��.
For a spontaneous vortex lattice in three spatial dimen
sions, we ﬁnd �see Appendix A�
C p�r�� =

�Q
dr cos�Q · �ua�r� − ub�r���,
2T
�4.16�

with a,b labeling the m � 0 replicas, Q denoting reciprocallattice vectors, and �Q deﬁned by Eq. �4.6�. In the above we
have also dropped the coupling of disorder to the long-scale
ﬂuctuations in the vortex density −�0 � · u, that in 3d is sub
dominant to the short-scale pinning that we have kept.
We now want to study the above nonlinear Hamiltonian
via a Gaussian variational approximation39,34 with the fol
lowing harmonic trial Hamiltonian:
Hv =

1
2

�
ab

�

�G−1�q��abua�q� · ub�− q�,

�4.17�

q

which is parametrized by a variationally determined inverse
“propagator”
2
�G−1�q��ab = �Kq�
+ �qz4��ab − �ab ,

�4.18�

characterized by an m � m self-energy matrix �ab of varia
tional parameters, which encodes the average vortex posi
tional correlations.
Minimization of the variational free energy
Fv = �Heff − Hv�v − T ln Zv ,

�4.19�

where Zv = Tr�exp�−Hv / T�� and �…�v denotes averaging with
statistical weight exp(−Hv / T� / Zv, leads to saddle-point equa
tions, which are very similar to those derived in Ref. 34. As
discussed in more detail there, the long-scale properties of
the pinned state are characterized by a replica-symmetry
broken matrix Aab with “hierarchical” structure, that in the
m � 0 limit can be viewed as a single function ��v� of a real
variable v in the interval �0,1�, that is the key quantity of the
replica method. The hierarchical matrix ��v� is a solution of
the saddle-point equation �here Q0 is the magnitude of the
smallest reciprocal lattice vectors�

��v�

�

q

TQ20
2
��q4z + Kq�
+ ����v��2

= 1,

�4.20�

where we denote by ����v� the quantity ����v� = v��v�
− �v0du��u�. The solution of the saddle-point Eq. �4.20� pro
ceeds in much the same way as for a conventional, ﬁeldinduced vortex lattice.34 We refer the reader to Appendix A
where we give more details on this solution and present here
only the ﬁnal results for the disorder-averaged correlation
function C p�r� = ��u�r� − u�0��2� �we use superscript p in
C p�r� to distinguish the long-scale translational correlator in
presence of the periodic density pinning alone, i.e., in the
absence of tilt disorder and elastic nonlinearities, from the
quantity C f �r� of the previous paragraph which corresponds

C p�z� =

T

�2u0K�1/4 ln��r��,
T

��2u0K�1/4

ln��z�,

�4.21a�

�4.21b�

where �here d� = d − 1 and cd� is a numerical constant deﬁned
in Appendix A�
u0 =

3�2cd�TQ20
4�7 − 2d���1/4K3/2

.

�4.22�

We thus see that the softness of the tilt modes of the
spontaneous vortex lattice does not affect the large distance
behavior of the correlation function C p�r�, which, like in
ordinary �ﬁeld-induced� disordered vortex lattices, grows
only logarithmically at long length scales. This is expected
on general grounds, since �weak� disorder-induced logarith
mic growth is a consequence of the periodic form of posi
tional pinning in Eq. �4.16�, which is guaranteed by the iden
tity symmetry of vortex lines. However, this result is valid
only if we ignore the tilt disorder and nonlinear elasticity,
which, as we will show below, become important in d = 3
� 7 / 2 dimensions. In what follows, we shall consider the
effect of random tilt disorder on the spontaneous vortex lat
tice and show that it leads to power-law growth of the vortex
line distortions in d = 3 dimensions and, therefore, at long
scales strongly dominates over the logarithmic growth in
duced by positional disorder found above.
C. Random tilt disorder

In addition to the usual effects of pinning leading to a
random coupling to the vortex density �Eq. �4.15�� �corre
sponding to the pinning of the z component of the magnetic
ﬁeld�, it is essential, in studying a spontaneous vortex solid,
to include a random tilt disorder, as appearing in Hd �Eq.
�4.7��. As schematically illustrated in Fig. 2, physically, such
a random term corresponds to local random torques being
exerted on the vortex lattice by random, short-range corre
lated clusters of pinning sites. The interaction with these ran
domly oriented clusters of point pinners is similar to the
interaction of vortex lines with a randomly oriented local
transverse magnetic ﬁeld h�r� �not to be confused with the
screening ﬁeld around vortices of Sec. II�, which couples to
the transverse component of the magnetic-induction vector
ﬁeld B�, and therefore leads to random coupling
Ht =

�

dr h�r� · �zu�r�.

�4.23�

For simplicity we take h�r� to be a Gaussian random ﬁeld
with zero mean and correlations
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the above integrals gives �we again drop overall numerical
factors of order unity�
Cst �r�� �

�

Cst �z� �

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the mechanism of random
tilt pinning. Randomly oriented anisotropic clusters of point-pins
exert random torques on vortex lines.

h��r�h��r�� = �t�����r − r��.

�4.24�

Independent of the microscopic mechanism, it is simple to
see that tilt disorder is always generated from the positional
disorder upon coarse graining even if it is left out in the
original model. Such disorder is generally left out in a treat
ment of conventional vortex lattice, as in three dimensions it
�as well as the aforementioned coupling of disorder to the
long-scale ﬂuctuations in the vortex density −Vd�r��0 � · u� is
subdominant to the positional pinning that we have studied
in Sec. IV B. However, as we will show below, because of
the softness of the spontaneous vortex lattice �more speciﬁ
cally, the vanishing of its long-wavelength tilt modulus c44�,
this tilt disorder leads to power-law distortions of the spon
taneous vortex lattice in three dimensions. It is therefore the
dominant form of disorder that must be taken into account on
long scales.
To see this we treat tilt disorder alone. Because tilt disor
der couples only linearly to the phonon u ﬁeld �in the ab
sence of positional disorder and nonlinear elasticity� it is
straightforward to study its effects on the vortex positional
correlations. Using the Hamiltonian H = Hel + Ht, a standard
calculation gives for the longitudinal and transverse contri
butions of the positional correlation function Ct�r�
= ��u�r� − u�0��2� = CLt �r� + CTt �r�. Here we use the superscript
t to distinguish this correlator associated with tilt disorder
from the correlation functions C f and C p of Secs. IV A and
IV B that were associated with positional disorder. Keeping
in mind that the subscript s denotes longitudinal �L� and
transverse �T� contributions we ﬁnd that
Cst �r� = 2T

�

qz2�1 − cos�q · r��
��q4z

q

�2�t

�

q

+

2
B sq �
�

+ 2�t

qz2�1 − cos�q · r��
��q4z + Bsq2��2

�

q

,

qz2�1 − cos�q · r��
��q4z + Bsq2��2

,

�

�3/4Bs5/4
1/2
� tr �

�3/4Bs5/4

,

,

�4.26a�

�4.26b�

�t
z7−2d ,
�5−d�/2 �d−1�/2
�
Bs

�4.26c�

� tz
,
�Bs

�4.26d�

where in Eqs. �4.26b� and �4.26d� we have specialized to the
physically relevant case of three dimensions. Deﬁning tiltz
disorder spatial coherence lengths ���
t , �t � as the lengths for
t � z
2
which Cs��t , �t � = a , we ﬁnd

��
t �

�zt �

Bs5/2�3/2
�2t

� �

a4 ,

�Bs 2
a .
�t

�4.27a�

�4.27b�

We stress that �in the absence of positional disorder, elastic
nonlinearities, and dislocations� the power-law growth of the
correlation function Cst �r� �Eqs. �4.26b�, �4.26c�, and
�4.26d�� extends out to arbitrarily long scales. This is in con
trast to the Larkin random-force approximation of Sec. IV A.
Hence at long length scales, for d = 3 � 7 / 2, Ct�r� quite
clearly dominates over the much slower, logarithmically
growing distortions C p�r� �Eqs. �4.21a� and �4.21b�� created
by translational disorder alone. This is a very important point
and is one that cannot be seen just by comparing the coher
ence lengths ��t� in the presence of tilt disorder alone �given
by Eqs. �4.27a� and �4.27b�� with those �� p� in the presence
of positional disorder alone �given by Eqs. �4.14a� and
�4.14b��. For equally weak disorder strengths �i.e., small �t
and � f �, one can see that �t � � p and Larkin length is deter
mined by the positional disorder, i.e., � p = Rc. However, at
length scales beyond this Larkin length �where the Larkin
approximation breaks down� the vortex lattice distortions are
controlled by the random tilt �rather than positional�
disorder.43 Therefore, henceforth we shall ignore transla
tional disorder altogether and focus on tilt disorder only. As
we will show below, despite this considerable simpliﬁcation,
the asymptotic properties of the spontaneous vortex lattice
remain nontrivial and rich because of the interplay of tilt
disorder and anharmonic elasticity that we have ignored thus
far.

�4.25�

where, in going from the ﬁrst to the second equation, we
have dropped the subdominant thermal part and only kept the
T = 0 random pinning contribution. Asymptotic analysis of

�7/2�−d
� tr �

V. PERTURBATIVE TREATMENT OF ELASTIC
NONLINEARITIES AND TILT DISORDER

The elasticity of a pinned line crystal can be most easily
formulated in terms of the �Lagrangian� left Cauchy-Green
strain tensor v��,44 deﬁned by
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-4/5

-0.033

x

FIG. 3. Renormalization group ﬂow of the ratio of the Lamé
coefﬁcients x = � / �. The ﬁxed point at x2 = −0.033 controls the
long-scale properties �anomalous elasticity and associated phenom
enology� of the pinned spontaneous vortex solid. The critical point
at x1 = −4 / 5 controls the mechanical instability of the spontaneous
vortex solid.

v�� = 2 ��iR��iR� − ����.
1

�5.1�

For a line-vortex solid characterized by a conformation
R�X� , z�, deﬁned in Eqs. �2.8� and �2.24�, the nonlinear La
grangian strain tensor reduces to
v�� =

1
2 � � �u �

+ ��u� + �iu��iu��,

� �
dr

v�� � 2 ���u� + ��u� + �zu��zu��.
1

�5.2�

with �,� ranging over the d�-dimensional subspace �x , y�
transverse to the average spontaneous vortex line direction,
which we take to be ẑ, and i ranging over the full space
�x , y , z�. In conventional elastic solids, for weak disorder and
low temperature the gradients of the phonon ﬁeld u�r� are
usually small and it sufﬁces to approximate the full nonlinear
0
strain tensor by its harmonic part v��
= 21 ���u� + ��u��. How
ever, there exists a different class of “soft” elastic systems22
in which nonlinear elasticity plays an essential qualitative
role. A unifying feature of solids in this class is their under
lying, spontaneously broken rotational invariance, which
strictly enforces a particular softness of the corresponding
Goldstone-mode Hamiltonian. As a consequence, the usually
small nonlinear elastic terms are, in fact, comparable to har
monic ones and therefore must be taken into account. Similar
to their effects near continuous phase transitions, but extend
ing throughout an ordered phase, ﬂuctuations and disorder
drive elastic nonlinearities to qualitatively modify such soft
states. The resulting strongly interacting ordered states at
long length scales exhibit rich phenomenology, such as a
universally nonlocal elasticity, a strictly nonlinear response
to an arbitrarily weak perturbation, and a universal ratio of
wave-vector-dependent singular elastic moduli, all controlled
by nontrivial infrared stable ﬁxed points, illustrated for the
problem at hand in Fig. 3. As we have recently argued in a
brief communication,30 a spontaneous vortex solid, with its
symmetry-enforced vanishing tilt modulus c44 is a member
of the class of such soft solids. Hence, as we will show
below, to understand its pinned state the nonlinear part of the
strain tensor v��, Eq. �5.2� must be taken into account. In this
section we demonstrate the importance of nonlinear elastic
terms via a simple perturbation theory in these nonlinearities
and tilt disorder.
The full nonlinear elastic Hamiltonian of a spontaneous
vortex lattice pinned by the tilt disorder is given by �here the
Lamé elastic constant � should not be confused with the
London penetration depth�
H=

in-plane shear and in-plane bulk moduli of the spontaneous
vortex solid. The key feature that distinguishes the spontane
ous vortex solid from a conventional ﬁeld-induced one, and
requires us to keep nonlinear terms in �zu�, is the absence of
the �z�vz2� out-of-plane shear term. This is because of the
exact vanishing �enforced by rotational symmetry� of the tiltshear modulus �z� = c44. In contrast, because � and � are
ﬁnite, the corresponding elastic nonlinearities in ��u� need
not be retained, as they are clearly subdominant at long
length scales. Consequently, for a spontaneous vortex solid
the nonlinear elastic strain that appears in H �Eq. �5.3�� is
given by

�

�5.4�

The Hamiltonian H above can be written as
�5.5�

H = H0 + H1 + Hd ,
where
H0 =

� �
dr

1
1
1
���z2u�2 + ����u��2 + ����u�����u��
2
2
2

1
+ ����u��2
2

�

�5.6�

is the standard harmonic elastic part, while
H1 =

� �

�
dr ���u��zu��zu� + ���u����zu��2
2

1
+ �� + 2����zu��2��zu��2
8

�

�5.7�

is the nonlinear elastic contribution, and
Hd =

�

dr h�r� · �zu�r�

�5.8�

is the previously introduced random tilt disorder. The
quenched tilt disorder can be most efﬁciently treated via the
standard replica trick,42,46
Zn − 1
,
n
n�0

Zn = lim

�5.9�

which allows us to formally average over disorder and there
fore work with a more convenient translationally invariant
ﬁeld theory. Introducing n replica ﬁelds labeled by a and
averaging the resulting “partition function,” Zn over the tilt
disorder h�r�, we ﬁnd
Zn =

�

�du1�r��¯�dun�r��e−��H0n+H1n� ,

�5.10�

where � = 1 / T, and

1
� 2
2
���z2u�2 + v��
+ �v��
+ h�r� · �zu�r� ,
2
2

n

�5.3�
where � is the curvature modulus, and � = c66 and � = c11
− c66 are Lamé coefﬁcients, respectively, characterizing the

H1n =

� H1�ua�,

�5.11�

a=1

and we denote by H0n the following �quadratic� Hamiltonian:
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H0n =

�
a,b

�

q

n

1 ab
� �q�u�a �q�ub��− q�,
2 ��

�5.12�

Hint =

�
a=1

� �

�

�
dr ���u�a �zu�a �zu�a + ��u�a ��zu�a �2 ,
2
�5.20�

with the kernel
ab
���
�q�

�t
= ����q��ab − q2z ��� ,
T

�5.13�

L
T
�q� + �T�q�P��
where ����q� = �L�q�P��
�q� and �L�q�
and �T�q� are given by Eqs. �4.2a� and �4.2b�. From
Eq. �5.13� the noninteracting elastic propagator G���q�
= �−1�u��q�u��−q��0 �� being the system volume� can be
easily obtained �see Appendix B� and is given in the limit
n � 0 by
L
T
ab
ab
G��
�q� = Gab
L �q�P���q� + GT �q�P���q�,

a standard calculation �with details relegated to Appendix C�
shows47 that the resulting effective Hamiltonian, Heff�u��,
can be put into the same form as the original Hamiltonian,
H0n�u�, but with effective elastic moduli perturbatively cor
rected by the coarse-graining procedure. For example, as we
show in great detail in Appendix C, the lowest-order correc
tion �� to the bare elastic shear modulus � is given by

�� � −

GLab

GLab�q� = T�L−1�q��ab + �tqz2�L−2�q�,

�5.15a�

GTab�q� = T�T−1�q��ab + �tqz2�T−2�q�,

�5.15b�

�L�q� = �� +

+

�qz4 ,

�5.16b�

To assess the importance of elastic nonlinearities we
coarse grain Zn. To this end we decompose the displacement
ﬁeld u�r� into low and high wave vector parts
u�r� = u��r� + u��r�.

�5.17�

We then perturbatively �in the nonlinear elastic terms� inte
grate out the quickly varying, short-scale components u��r�,
and thereby obtain a representation of Zn
Zn =

�

−�H0,n � −�H1n�u
�du�
Z0 �e
a �r��e

=

�

−�Heff
�du�
,
a �r��e

�

�+u��

�0� ,

�5.18�

in terms of a coarse-grained Hamiltonian Heff
Heff�u� = H�
0,n�u� + �H1,n�0� −

1 2 c
�H � + ¯,
2T 1,n 0�
�5.19�

�
where Z�
0 = Tr�−�H0,n�, �…�0� indicates an average with sta
�
2 c
tistical weight exp�−�H0,n
� / Z0�, �H1,n
�0� denotes the con
2
2
nected cumulant ��H1,n�0� − �H1,n�0�, and where short-scale
modes extend out to wavelengths of size Lz � L�.
Restricting our attention here to the leading-order29 non
linear part of H1n,

dd−1q� 4
q �2�GLab�q��2
�2��d−1 z
�5.21�

GTab

�� ��
�
� �t��3−d�/2��d−7�/2Lz7−2d ,
�
�

�5.16a�

�T�q� = �q2� + �q4z .

dqz
2�

and
are the noninteracting propagators of Eqs.
where
�5.15a� and �5.15b� and where the � sign on the qz integral
indicates that we impose the IR cutoff 1 / Lz, restricting the
integration range to the region �qz� � 1 / Lz. Evaluating the
above expression to leading order in the IR cutoff Lz �and
ignoring the subdominant thermal parts� gives the perturba
tive relative corrections to Lamé elastic moduli

with the kernels
2
2��q�

� �
�

ab
2
ab
2
+ �d�
− 2��Gab
T �q�� + 2d�GL �q�GT �q�� ,

�5.14�

where

�2
Td��d� + 2�

�5.22�

that for d � 7 / 2 diverge with Lz,L�. As we will see in sub
sequent sections �with details given in Appendix C� similar
analysis shows that the perturbative corrections to the curva
ture modulus � and the tilt-disorder strength �t also diverge
with system size like Lz7−2d. Thus, at long length scales, perturbation theory breaks down for spatial dimensions smaller
than the upper critical dimension
duc = 27 .

�5.23�

Note that this is the same as the critical dimension below
which positional ﬂuctuations diverge. This is not a coinci
dence. Rather, it is a consequence of the fact that, in powercounting terms, the leading cubic and quartic anharmonici
ties that we have kept have the same number of derivatives
as the leading harmonic terms. In doing this power counting,
note that each � derivative counts as two z derivatives, as
can be seen from the strongly anisotropic form of the har
monic terms. Given this, the only difference in scaling be
tween the anharmonic and the harmonic terms must come
from the extra powers of u in the anharmonic terms. Hence,
the anharmonic terms only become important when u scales
up with increasing distance; i.e., when u ﬂuctuations grow
with length scale, as they do below d = duc = 27 .
We deﬁne a nonlinear �crossover� length scale at which
perturbation theory breaks down by the value of Lz at which
the relative corrections to the elastic moduli and disorder
variance, �� / �, �� / �, �� / �, and ��t / �t, become of order 1.
Equation �5.22� leads to the following estimate for this nonlinear crossover length �zNL:
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�

��7−d�/2��d−3�/2
�t

�

1/�7−2d�

,

�5.24a�
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�

� �

�2
,
�t

A corresponding perpendicular nonlinear crossover length
NL
��
can also be deﬁned by imposing a 1 / L� infrared cutoff
on the q� integrals in perturbation theory and is given by

�NL
� �

��
�
�

���� = �e��d−3��+1+2��� ,

�6.3c�

�t
�t
��� = e��d−1��−1+2��� .
T
T

�6.3d�

�5.24b�

for d = 3.

1/2

��zNL�2 .

�5.25�

Hence, we ﬁnd from the above perturbative coarse-graining
procedure that at sufﬁciently long length scales �greater than
NL NL
min���
, �z ��, the anharmonic elasticity becomes qualita
tively important, even for arbitrarily weak pinning, thus in
validating the description of the pinned spontaneous vortex
solid by a conventional harmonic elasticity theory. In order
to describe the pinned spontaneous vortex solid on scales
NL NL
, �z �, we need to elevate the above pertur
longer than ���
bation theory to a renormalization group analysis. We turn to
this task in Sec. VI.

It is convenient �but not necessary� to take advantage of the
rescaling freedom �6.2a�, �6.2b�, and �6.2c�, and to choose
the arbitrary exponent � to be

� = 2 − �,

so as to keep
the form of the nonlinear strain tensor
v�� = ���u� + ��u� + �zu��zu�� / 2.
Integrating out the high wave-vector modes u� to second
order47 in elastic nonlinearities leads to the following correc
tions to effective Hamiltonian parameters �with calculation
details provided in Appendix C 2�:

VI. NONLINEAR ELASTICITY: RG ANALYSIS

Having established the importance of the nonlinear elas
ticity �as indicated by the divergent perturbation theory of
Sec. V�, we now employ the standard Wilson momentumshell renormalization-group method48 to study the pinned
spontaneous vortex solid on length scales longer than �NL.
The results we derive here were reported earlier in Ref. 30.

�

�D = gFD�x�Dd � ,

�6.5a�

�� = gF��x��d � ,

�6.5b�

�� = gF��x��d � ,

�6.5c�

��

��

�t
�t
= gF�t�x�
d�,
T
T

A. Recursion relations and zero-temperature ﬁxed points

�ze−� � �qz� � �z ,

�6.1a�

0 � �q�� � �,

�6.1b�

g=

�6.2a�

�

z = e z� ,

�6.2b�

u���r� = e��u�� �r��.

�6.2c�

FD�x� = −
+

���� = �e

,

�6.3a�

���� = �e��d−3��+1+2��� ,

�6.3b�

64

�6.6a�

�t��d−7�/2��3−d�/2�2d−7 ,

�6.6b�

�

1
135x3 + 351x2 + 316x + 164
30�x + 1�2

F��x� =

�

90x3 + 234x2 + 144x − 64
,
�2 + x�5/4

F��x� = −

�

�6.7a�

�

2
152 + 72x
97 + 17x −
, �6.7b�
15�x + 1�
�x + 2�5/4

�

�

1
3896 + 3156x + 580x2
1686 + 366x −
,
5�x + 1�
�x + 2�5/4
�6.7c�

F�t�x� =

This leads to zeroth order �in elastic nonlinearities� recursion
relations
��d−1��−3+2���

�2Cd−1

�
,
�

with the latter �g� controlling the perturbative expansion, and
where the scaling functions Fi�x� are given by

where � is taken to be an inﬁnitesimal positive number. The
procedure is to integrate these short length scale modes
u��r� out of the replicated partition function Zn and to inter
pret the result in terms of a Hamiltonian of the same form
but with effective �-dependent parameters. To simplify the
algebra that follows we introduce anisotropic rescalings of
lengths and ﬁelds:

�,
r � = e ��r �

�6.5d�

where D = � + �, and where we have deﬁned dimensionless
couplings x and g such that:
x=

To this end, we use phonon mode decomposition �Eq.
�5.17�� with high wave-vector modes u� restricted to an in
ﬁnitesimal cylindrical shell

�6.4�

ﬁxed49

�

�

1
614 + 230x
543 + 159x −
.
�x + 2�1/4
10�x + 1�
�6.7d�

Combining these with the zeroth order rescalings, �Eqs.
�6.3a�, �6.3b�, �6.3c�, �6.3d�, and �6.4�� leads to the differen
tial ﬂow equations
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3r---r-----,-----,------r------r-----,------,

2

At the stable x2 � −0.03272 ﬁxed point, that we shall de
note hereafter by x*, the recursion relation �6.9a� for the di
mensionless coupling g��� reduces to
dg
= �2� − 12.8359g�g,
d�

o
X
-:::t

-1

�6.11�

with � = 7 / 2 − d controlling the validity of the expansion. This
implies a stable ﬁxed point �to O��2��

LL
1 _
2
0
LL
~

-3

�x*,g*� � �− 0.03272, 0.1558��,

-4

which controls long-wavelength, weak-disorder, and lowtemperature properties of the pinned spontaneous vortex
solid.
The existence of this nontrivial ﬁxed point has dramatic
consequences for the long-scale elastic properties of the
pinned SV lattice. As discussed above, it leads to the anoma
lous elasticity �common to soft solids�, which we explore
below.
The critical point x1 = −4 / 5 and its instability correspond
to the stability limit, in 7 / 2 dimensions, of the elastic con
stants, � and �, beyond which the vortex lattice is unstable
against bulk distortions, i.e., u�r� � r�. Stability of the vortex
lattice against bulk distortions requires that the bulk modu
lus, B = � + �2� / d*� �not to be confused with magnetic ﬂux;
d* = d − 1 is the dimensionality of the vortex lattice� be posi
tive. At the stability limit, i.e., when B = 0,

-5
-6 '-----L._-'--_ _-'--_ _- ' -_ _--'-_ _--'-_ _--'----'
-1
-0.8
-0.6
-0.4
-0.2
0.2
o
X

FIG. 4. A plot of the function (FD�x� − F��x�), with its zeros,
(FD�x� − F��x�) = 0 at x1 = −4 / 5 and x2 � −0.03272 determining the
ﬁxed-point solutions for the Lamé coefﬁcients ratio, x* = �* / �*.

dD
= ��d − 5�� + 5 + gF��x��D���,
d�

�6.8a�

d�
= ��d − 5�� + 5 + gF��x������,
d�

�6.8b�

d�
= ��d − 3�� + 1 + gF��x������,
d�

�6.8c�

d�t
= ��d − 3�� + 3 + gF�t�x���t���.
d�

�6.8d�

It is easy to verify that the above differential ﬂow equations
�Eqs. �6.8a�, �6.8b�, �6.8c�, and �6.8d�� lead to the following
two closed ﬂow equations for the two dimensionless cou
plings g��� and x���:

�

�

3−d
d−7
dg
F��x� +
F��x�
= �7 − 2d� + g F�t�x� +
2
d�
2

��

�6.9b�

The ﬁxed points of Eq. �6.9b� �i.e., such that �dx / d � �
= 0� can be easily computed by noting that for ﬁnite g they
are given by the zeros of the function (F��x� − F��x�) plotted
in Fig. 4. These are given by
x1 = − 4/5,

�6.10a�

x2 � − 0.0327.

�6.10b�

As can be seen from Fig. 4, (FD�x� − F��x�) is positive for
x1 � x � x2, and negative otherwise. Therefore x1 = −4 / 5 is an
unstable ﬁxed point, while x2 � −0.0327 is the stable ﬁxed
point of interest to us �see Fig. 3�.

−2
�
=
,
� d−1

�6.13�

which for d = 7 / 2 gives x = −4 / 5, the value of the unstable
ﬁxed point. That the recursion relations reﬂect this stability
limit is a nontrivial check that the � and � graphical correc
tions were correctly evaluated. For x � −4 / 5 the ﬂows run
away negatively, corresponding to a phase transition from
the stable vortex lattice phase to one that, presumably, has
different lattice constants. The associated phenomenology
would be an interesting subject for future research.

g.

�6.9a�
dx
= g�FD�x� − F��x��„x��� + 1….
d�

x�

�6.12�

B. Long length-scale correlation functions: Matching

Many of the basic properties �length-scale-dependent
elastic moduli and the associated anomalous elasticity� of the
spontaneous vortex glass are encoded in the long-scale limit
ab
of the two-point phonon correlation function G��
�q�
ab
= (����q�)−1, deﬁned and derived in Appendix B for the har
monic elastic case �valid on length scales shorter than �NL�.
We can utilize the renormalization group transformation
and the harmonic propagator to compute the correlation
function at longer length scales despite it being nonperturba
tive in the elastic nonlinearities. To this end, recalling the
ab
deﬁnition of G��
�q�,
ab
G��
�q� =

�u�a �q�u�b �q���
,
�2��d��q + q��

�6.14�

together with the rescalings �Eqs. �6.2a�, �6.2b�, �6.2c�,
�6.3a�, �6.3b�, �6.3c�, and �6.3d�� it is easy to see that
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ab
G��
�q�

= e��d−1��+1+2���

=

� e��,qz�e���
�u�a �q�e��,qze��u�b �q�

� e�����qze� + qz�e��
�2��d��q�e�� + q�

ab
=e��d−3��+5��G��
�q�e��,qze��,

,

�6.15�

where in going from the ﬁrst to the second line we made the
convenient choice � = 2 − �. Finally, integrating out the shortscale phonon modes u� gives a scaling relation satisﬁed by
the correlation function

T

��qz�qz4

We note that as required, the arbitrary rescaling exponent �
dropped out from the physical correlation function. In the
above expression, we can identify ��qz� as the effective
wave-vector-dependent curvature modulus:

��qz� = �

�6.16�

This scaling �matching� relation demonstrates the real
power of the renormalization-group transformation.50 Choos
ing e� large, we can relate the long-wavelength �small q�
correlation function �which is impossible to compute pertur
batively because of the appearance of infrared divergences in
the direct perturbation theory� to the correlation function at
large q, �e.g., at the Brillouin zone boundary�, that can be
easily computed using simple perturbation theory.
1. Long-wavelength behavior of � and �t

To utilize the above scaling relation we ﬁrst focus on the
q� = 0 case and take �* such that
*

q ze � = � z .

�6.17�

�t�qz� = �t

�6.20�

,

*

�

�

Using Eq. �6.17� to eliminate �* in favor of qz, the ﬁrst term
in square brackets gives
T
�ab���
���*��z4
*
*

�ab��� ,
�qz4��z/qz�4+��d−3��+1+g*F��x*��
T
�ab��� ,
�qz4��z/qz�g*F��x*�

t

�6.22�

,

�6.23�

�� = 1.478�

�6.24a�

�0.739 in d = 3 dimensions,

�6.24b�

��t = 0.414�

�6.24c�
�6.24d�

Similarly, in order to determine the long-wavelength be
havior of the effective Lamé moduli � and �, we again uti
lize the scaling relation �Eq. �6.16��. Here, quite clearly, we
need to keep q� ﬁnite. However, for convenience, we choose
NL
�
� �qz�NL
q �� �
z � , so that �as in the previous subsection� it is
qz that controls the length-scale dependence of the elastic
moduli, and therefore the rescaling parameter e�* is still de
termined by Eq. �6.17�,

�ab��� ,

*

e� =
�6.19a�

T��z/qz�„�d−3��+5…

− ��

2. Long-wavelength behavior of � and �

�6.18�

�qz4��z/qz�4e��d−3��+1+g*F��x*���

qz
�z

�0.207 in d = 3 dimensions.

�t��*��2z
T
�
+
��� .
ab
���*��z4
����*��4z �2

Te��d−3��+5��

� �

From Eqs. �6.21� and �6.23� and the deﬁnitions of the func
tions F��x� and F�t�x� �Eqs. �6.7c� and �6.7d��, we obtain the
following numerical values of the exponents �� and ��t:

*

= e��d−3��+5��

�6.21�

��t = g*F�t�x*�.

ab
„0,�z,���*�, ���*�, ���*�,g*…
= e��d−3��+5�� G��

=

−��

which corresponds to effective long-range correlated tilt dis
order, with a universal exponent given by

ab
G��
�q� = 0,qz,�, �, �,g�

=

qz
�z

clearly a universal number determined by the ﬁxed point. A
similar reasoning for the second term in �6.18� leads to the
wave-vector-dependent disorder variance

We then consider sufﬁciently long length scales, �z / qz � 1,
so that �* is large enough for the coupling constants
�g��*� , x��*�� to approach their ﬁxed-point values �g* , x*�.
Then using Eq. �6.16� together with the zeroth order approxi
mation for its right-hand side, we ﬁnd

=

� �

�� = g*F��x*�,

ab
= e��d−3��+5��G��
„q�e��,qze�,����, ����, ����,g���….

*

�6.19d�

with the exponent

ab
G��
�q�,qz,�, �, �,g�

e��d−3��+5��

�ab��� .

� �

�z
.
qz

�6.25�

ab
�q� then satisﬁes
The longitudinal part of G��

�6.19b�

*

GLab�q�,qz� = e��d−3��+5�� GLab�q�e��*,�z�
*

=
�6.19c�
224506-16

Te„�d−3��+5…�
.
2 2�*
e + ���*��z4
����*� + 2���*��q�
�6.26�
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Utilizing the elastic constant ﬂow equations �Eq. �6.8��, the
denominator of the expression on the right-hand side of Eq.
�6.26� can be rewritten in the form
e

��d−5��+5��*

+

�qz4

��e

g*F��x*��*

� �
�z
qz

4

e

+ 2�e

g*F��x*��*

��d−3��+1+g*F��x*���*

2 2�*
�q�
e

*

.

�=2−

T
*

q�e��� = �2z ��/� ,

*

2
��eg*F��x*�� + 2�eg*F��x*�� �q�
+ �qz4eg*F��x*��

*

,

which shows that at long length scales the longitudinal part
of the correlation function GLab�q� , qz� takes on its harmonic
elasticity form:
T
GLab�q�,qz ;�, �, �,g� =
,
2
+ ��qz�qz4
���qz� + 2��qz��q�
�6.28�
but with crucial wave-vector-dependent elastic moduli, ��qz�
�Eq. �6.20�� and

� �
� �

qz
��qz� = �
�z

��qz� = �

qz
�z

,
��

,

�6.29a�

�6.29b�

=0.346 for d = 3,

*

*

��q�� = �

q�
�z2

��q�� = �

q�
�2z

�
�

��/�

�
�

��/�

��
��

,

�6.36b�

,

�6.36c�

−��/�

�
�

�
�

q�
�2z

�6.36a�

,

−�� /�
t

.

�6.36d�

NL �
NL
��
��q� = ��qz�NL
z � f �„q��� /�qz�z � …,

�6.37b�

�6.31a�

NL
��q� = ��qz�zNL�−�� f �„q���
/�qz�zNL��…,

�6.37c�

�6.31b�

NL �
NL
−��
�t�q� = �t�qz�NL
t f � „q �� � /�q z� z � …,
z �
t

�6.37d�

�6.30�

where we have taken �z = 1 / �zNL �which is a reasonable
choice since �zNL is the shortest length scale one can go to
before perturbation theory can no longer be applied� and
NL
= ��zNL�2�� / ��1/2. The crossover func
used the fact that ��
tions f ��x�, f ��x�, and f �t�x� have the following asymptotic
behavior:
f �,�,�t�x� =

�6.32�

characterizing the pinned spontaneous vortex solid.
The above calculations can clearly be extended to other
directions of q by choosing a more general �* that is a func
tion of both qz and q�. To this end we now use a more
general choice,

���*��qze� �4 + ���*��q�e�� �2 = ���*��z4 ,

��
��

q�
�2z

�6.37a�

x*
�
=
,
� + 2� x* + 2

=− 0.0166 + O���,

�
�
�
�

NL
��q� = x*��qz�zNL��� f �„q���
/�qz�zNL��…,

controlled by the stable ﬁxed point. The above results show
that both Lamé coefﬁcients � and � vanish at long wave
lengths with the same exponent ��. However, their ratio x
= � / � ﬂows to a stable ﬁxed point x* = −0.03272, implying a
universal negative Poisson ratio

�P =

�6.35�

.

Combining Eqs. �6.20�–�6.22�, �6.29a�, �6.29b�, �6.36a�,
�6.36b�, �6.36c�, and �6.36d�, we ﬁnally see that the general
scaling behavior of the model parameters can be written in
the form

which take the universal values:

�� = �� � 0.6919� ,

2

��q�� = �

�t�q�� = �t

where we have deﬁned the anomalous exponents

�� = �� = − g*F��x*�,

�� + ��

Arguments analogous to the ones developed in the previous
paragraphs show that the above condition �Eq. �6.34�� leads
to the following long-scale behavior of model parameters:

�6.27�

��

�6.34�

with the universal anisotropy exponent

Using Eq. �6.25� we obtain
GLab�q�,qz� =

duces to the earlier condition �Eq. �6.17��. On the other hand,
for qz = 0 we obtain the condition �compare to Eq. �6.17��

�6.33�

determined by the scaling of the denominator of a transverse
part of the phonon correlation function, that for q� = 0 re

�

for x � 1,

const,
x

��/�

,x

−��/�

,x

−�� /�
t

, for x � 1.

3. Exact relation between exponents

Since the recursion relation for g, Eq. �6.9a� involves
functions F�,�,�t that, respectively, determined the exponents
�� , � , �t, it quite clearly leads to an exact relation between
these critical exponents. To see this, we note that at the ﬁxed
point �x* , g*�, ��dg / d���g* = 0. Combining this with the deﬁ
nitions of the critical exponents �Eqs. �6.30�, �6.24a�, and
�6.24c�� we obtain an exact exponent relation
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�7 − 2d� + ��t =

3−d
7−d
�� +
�� .
2
2

�6.38�

From a more fundamental perspective, this exact scaling re
lation �Ward identity� is also necessitated by the underlying
rotational invariance �that is spontaneously broken by the
vortex lattice�. To see this, we recall that rotational invari
ance requires that the form of the nonlinear strain tensor v��
�Eq. �5.2�� be preserved by the perturbation theory in these
nonlinearities. Performing the anisotropic rescaling in terms
of the physical scaling exponents and imposing this condi
tion �contained in � = 2 − ��, we obtain the exact scaling re
lation, Eq. �6.38�.
To order �, Eq. �6.38� is given by
1
7
2 � + � �t + � � = � � ,
4
4

�6.39�

and is clearly satisﬁed by the exponents of Eqs. �6.24b�,
�6.24d�, and �6.31b�. In d = 3 it reduces to

��t = 2�� − 1,

�6.40�

a relation that, in principle, should be experimentally test
able.
VII. TOPOLOGICAL STABILITY OF THE RANDOMLY
PINNED SPONTANEOUS VORTEX LATTICE

We now turn our attention to the important question of
whether the phase of the SV lattice, predicted in Sec. VI and
that is controlled by the low-temperature ﬁxed point �6.12�,
is stable against the proliferation of dislocations. It has been
shown that long-range translational order in the SV phase is
destroyed by arbitrarily weak quenched disorder. This does
not necessarily mean, however, that the topology of the
phase is destroyed. It is the topology, or “connectivity” of the
phase, that is responsible for the phase’s elasticity. If the
topology is destroyed, then the elasticity is lost. Thus, if the
SV lattice remains topologically ordered, it will display SV
solidlike elasticity. It will, for example, still have a nonzero
shear modulus and shear distortions in the xy plane will still
cost energy. We refer to a phase lacking long-range order, but
that still has topological order, as an elastic glass.34,51,52 Of
course, the topological order is eventually lost if the tem
perature or disorder strength becomes sufﬁciently large. For
sufﬁciently large temperature T or disorder strength �, the
topological order of the putative elastic glass will be de
stroyed via a thermodynamically sharp transition into a
translationally and topologically disordered phase.
There are already examples of phase transitions between
two phases that both lack long-range order, the most famous
being the Kosterlitz-Thouless transition in the 2d XY
model.53 In that problem, the transition is associated not with
the disappearance of long-range order, but rather with the
unbinding of neutral pairs of topological defects with in
creasing temperature. The divergences associated with tilt
disorder that destroy the long-range translational order in the
columnar elastic glass are, of course, much stronger �power
law� than in the 2d XY model where they are logarithmic.

- - - - - Dislocation

FIG. 5. A square spontaneous vortex with an extra row of ﬂux
lines introduced from the right, along the x axis. The core of the
dislocation comes out of the page.

There are, however, examples of phases in much more
strongly disordered systems in which topological defects,
nonetheless, remain bound.54 The possibility of such a tran
sition from a translationally disordered smectic-A liquid
crystal has also been considered by Radzihovsky and
Toner.29
In general, the destruction of topological order in a phase
occurs via the proliferation of defects. In the 2d XY model
these defects are spin vortices. In the SV lattice the main
mechanism for the destruction of topological order is
through the proliferation of dislocations. An edge disloca
tion, which is an insertion of an extra row of ﬂux lines is
shown, for a square lattice, in Fig. 5. The Burgers vector �the
extra lattice vector� associated with this dislocation is b
= aŷ. In the remainder of this section, we restrict ourselves to
spatial dimensions d = 3.
This edge dislocation will reduce the elasticity against
shears in the yz plane. One could also have an edge disloca
tion corresponding to multiple extra inserted rows, and in
this case the Burgers vector will be a multiple of the lattice
vector. If the rows of vortex lines are inserted in the yz plane,
then the Burgers vector will be an integer number of lattice
vectors in the x̂ direction. One could also have both rows
inserted in the yz and the xz planes, and the corresponding
Burgers vector would be a sum of lattice vectors. Of course,
one can also consider dislocations in a hexagonal lattice, the
only difference being that the lattice vectors do not simply
point along x̂ and ŷ.
When the displacement ﬁeld u�r� is integrated around a
closed curve enclosing the core of the edge dislocation
shown in Fig. 5, the result is not zero as it would be without
a dislocation, but rather b = a2 = aŷ, i.e.,

�

du = a2 .

�7.1�

In general, a dislocation is a line or curve with the property
that an integral of u around any curve enclosing the disloca
tion core is some Burgers vector b = Ma1 + Na2, i.e.,

�

du = b = Ma1 + Na2 ,

�7.2�

where M and N are integers. In the cases of square and
hexagonal lattices, in which the lattice vectors are of equal
length, Eq. �7.2� can be rewritten as
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�

du1 = Ma,

�7.3a�

�

du2 = Na,

�7.3b�

where ui is the ith component of u, deﬁned in the coordinate
system with �not necessarily orthogonal� unit vectors â1
= a1 / a, â2 = a2 / a, i.e., u = u1â1 + u2â2. For a square lattice i is
either x or y.
Equations �7.3� apply for all types of dislocations. The
edge dislocations, discussed above, have cores that run par
allel to the vortex lines but in general dislocation lines can
run in any direction. An extreme case is a screw dislocation,
which runs perpendicular to the vortices.

the two vectors v1 and v2, constructed using Eq. �7.4�. The
same applies to mi.
Equation �7.5� implies that
� · mi�r� = 0,

which simply means that dislocation lines cannot end in the
bulk of the sample; they must either form closed loops or
extend entirely through the system. It is useful to work with
Fourier transformed ﬁelds

vi � � ui ,

�7.4�

which is continuous and smooth almost everywhere. How
ever, the presence of a cut means that vi will be singular at
the cut. The cut, however, does not represent anything physi
cal and, therefore, nor does a singular vi. There is nothing
singularly elastic happening in the real system as the �arbi
trarily chosen� cut is crossed. Therefore, a modiﬁed vi, from
which the unphysical, singular piece is removed, is used to
construct an elastic theory in the presence of a dislocation.
The modiﬁed vi is equal to �ui everywhere except at the cut.
Using Stokes law, Eqs. �7.3a� and �7.3b� can be rewritten
in differential form
� � vi = mi .

mi�r� =

�j

�

aiN jt j�r j�s j���3�r − ri�s j��ds j ,

�7.6�

where s j parametrizes the jth dislocation loop, r j�s j� is the
position of that loop, t j�r j�s j�� is its local unit tangent, and N j
the “charge” or number of excess lattice vectors along âi
associated with the dislocation. Note that N j is independent
of s j, since the charge of a given line is constant along the
line defect. It is important to note that vi is not the ith com
ponent of the three-dimensional vector v. Rather, it is one of

�7.8a�

mi�q� = iq � vi�q�,

�7.8b�

vL�q� = iquL�q�,

�7.9a�

vT�q� = iquT�q�,

�7.9b�

where uL�q� and uT�q� are the longitudinal and transverse
components of u�q� given, in d = 3, by
u�q� = uL�q�q̂� + uT�q��ẑ � q̂��.

�7.10�

The ﬁeld vi can be easily constructed from vL�q� and vT�q�,
according to
vi�q� = vL�q��q̂��i + vT�q��ẑ � q̂��i ,

�7.11�

where �q̂��i is the ith component of q̂�, and �ẑ � q̂��i is the
ith component of ẑ � q̂�. Similarly,
mi�q� = mL�q��q̂��i + mT�q��ẑ � q̂��i .

�7.12�

In Fourier space the condition that dislocation lines must
form closed loops or extend entirely through the sample, Eq.
�7.7� gives
q · mL�q� = 0,

�7.13a�

q · mT�q� = 0,

�7.13b�

and the boundary condition, Eq. �7.5� corresponding to a
topological defect is

�7.5�

Since vi is no longer the gradient of a single-valued ﬁeld, it
can have a nonzero curl. This is where the presence of the
dislocation is manifest. In the absence of a dislocation the
curl would be zero. The ﬁeld m is deﬁned as

vi�q� = iqui�q�,

and work with the longitudinal and transverse components
vL�q� and vT�q�, deﬁned by

A. The defect elastic Hamiltonian

Equations �7.3a� and �7.3b� imply that in the presence of a
dislocation the u ﬁeld is no longer single valued. Given that
a single-valued u ﬁeld is obviously a prerequisite of a mean
ingful elastic theory, it is necessary to introduce a “cut” in
the following fashion. In order to remain single valued as the
core of the dislocation is circulated, there must be points at
which the value of u jumps discontinuously by an amount
equal to the Burgers vector b. The cut is the locus of points
at which this jump occurs, and the value of u on either side
of the cut differs by b. In the absence of dislocations, the
elasticity of the system can be described using a ﬁeld

�7.7�

iq � vL�q� = mL�q�,

�7.14a�

iq � vT�q� = mT�q�.

�7.14b�

The real-space Hamiltonian to harmonic order in d = 3 di
mensions is given by Eq. �5.3�, which we rewrite here for
deﬁniteness
H�u�r�� =

�

1
2
2
dr ���v��
+ 2�v��
+ ���z2u�2� + h�r� · �zu�,
2
�7.15�

where the reader is reminded that h�r� is the random-tilt
disorder, with short-range, isotropic correlations
h��r�h��r�� = �t�����r − r��.

�7.16�

The above real-space Hamiltonian can then be rewritten in
Fourier space, where u�q� and h�q� can both be decomposed
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into longitudinal and transverse pieces according to Eq.
�7.10�. The longitudinal and transverse modes decouple, and
one obtains

aL/T�q� =

H�u�q�,h�q�� = HL�uL�q�,hL�q�� + HT�uT�q�,hT�q��,
with
1
2

2
qz4��uL/T�q��2
�q �BL/T�q�2 + �L/T

− iqzu�q�hL/T�− q��,

�7.18�

2
�L/T
= � / BL/T.

This Hamil
where BL = � + 2�, BT = �, and
tonian does not have any anomalous elasticity in it. It is
instructive to perform the dislocation theory at the harmonic
level ﬁrst and then to generalize to a full anharmonic theory
afterward.
Using the decoupled Hamiltonians for uL�q� and uT�q� it
is possible, using the constraints Eqs. �7.13a�, �7.13b�,
�7.14a�, and �7.14b� to obtain decoupled elastic Hamiltonians
for the dislocation ﬁelds mL�q� and mT�q�. The ﬁrst step is
to minimize HL/T�uL/T�q� , hL/T�q�� with respect to uL/T�q�.
The Euler-Lagrange equation for uL/T�q� is given by
2
2
�q�
+ �L/T
qz4�uL/T�q� −

iqzhL/T�q�
= 0,
BL/T

�7.19�

and can be rewritten in terms of vL/T�q� as
�
2
z
�q� + �L/T
qz3vL/T
�q� +
q� · vL/T

qzhL/T�q�
= 0,
BL/T

�7.20�

�
z
where vL/T
�q� and vL/T
�q� are the � and z components, re
spectively, of vL/T�q�. The next step is to solve Eq. �7.20�,
�7.14a�, and �7.14b� for vL/T�q�. Doing this, one obtains

vL/T�q� =

iq � mL/T�q�
q2
+

�

�

hL/T�q�
qzq i�mL/T�q��z
2
�1 − �L/T
qz2� −
,
L/T
2
q
BL/T
�q

where �L/T
q is deﬁned as
�7.22�

�
�q�
vL/T

can then be inserted back
These expressions for
into the original elastic Hamiltonian of Eq. �7.17�, which
gives the defect Hamiltonian
Hd = HLd �mL�q�,hL�q�� + HTd �mT�q�,hT�q��,
where
HL/T
d �mL/T�q�,hL/T�q�� =

�q

�

Z��h�� =

�7.23�

�7.24�

�7.26�

�

�i �m��r�� e−S��m �� ,

�7.27�

i

i

�
z
�qz2�mL/T
�q��2 + BL/T�mL/T
�q��2
�L/T
q

�

ai x
�n �r�,niy�r�,nzi �r�…,
d2 i

where n�i is the �th component of ni and the Einstein summation convention has been suspended. Each of nxi , niy, and
nzi is an integer. For the square lattice considered here the
lengths of the two basis vectors are the same so that a1 = a2
= a. d is the cubic lattice constant used in the discretization.
The partition function for this model is then

where

+ mL/T�q� · aL/T�− q� ,

�7.25�

.

The defect Hamiltonian of Eq. �7.24� makes it possible
for us to study the statistical mechanics of the dislocations.
We do this by performing a duality transformation. As will
be seen below, to perform this transformation it is necessary
to have a partition function in which the trace is taken over
the real-space dislocation ﬁelds. However, as will also be
seen below, although this is possible, it is not necessary to
rewrite the defect Hamiltonian above �which is expressed in
terms of the ﬁelds mL/T�q�� in terms of the ﬁelds m1�q� and
m2�q�. The reader is reminded that m1�r� and m2�r� are the
dislocation loop ﬁelds associated with dislocations along a1
and a2, respectively, where a1 and a2 are basis vectors of the
lattice.
Henceforth, for simplicity, a square lattice will be as
sumed, i.e., a1 = ax̂ and a2 = aŷ. This assumption makes cer
tain parts of the calculation more straightforward than they
would be for arbitrary â1 and â2, e.g., for a hexagonal lattice.
This assumption may seem invalid given that the Hamil
tonian which has been used thus far is that of a hexagonal
lattice. However, the determination of topological stability is
ultimately based on scaling arguments. Since the scaling
�e.g., of the propagators and correlation functions� is the
same in the hexagonal and square lattices, the answer, which
depends only on this scaling, obtained using this innocuous
simpliﬁcation to a square lattice should be the same as that
for the hexagonal lattice. This assumption would not, how
ever, be so innocuous for a theory of the transition, where the
structure of the lattice is important.
The ﬁrst step in the duality transformation is to put the
model on a simple cubic lattice �to make it well-deﬁned at
short distances�; now, m1�r� and m2�r� are deﬁned on the
sites r of the lattice, and they take on values
mi�r� =

�7.21�
2
4
2
�L/T
q � q� + �L/Tqz .

�L/T
q

B. Duality transformation

�7.17�

HL/T�uL/T�q�,hL/T�q�� =

ihL/T�q��ẑ � q�

�

S��mi�� � � Hd��m1,m2�� + Ec

�mi�r��2
�
r,i

�

, �7.28�

and the sum is over all integer-valued conﬁgurations of mi’s
given by Eq. �7.26�, satisfying the dislocation line continuity
constraint, which is denoted by the prime,

and where aL/T�q� is related to hL/T�q� via

� · mi = 0,
224506-20
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where the divergence now represents a lattice divergence, Hd
is obtainable from Eq. �7.24�, and a core energy term
Ec�r,i�mi�r��2 has been added, to account for energies near
the cores of the defect line that are not accurately treated by
the above continuum elastic theory. The symmetry of the
square lattice dictates that the core energies be the same for
both m1�r� and m2�r�. The reader’s attention is directed to
the fact that the partition function still depends implicitly on
the conﬁguration of the random ﬁelds �h�.
To proceed, the constraints � · m1 = 0 and � · m2 = 0 are
enforced by introducing auxiliary ﬁelds �1�r� and �2�r� and
rewriting the partition function �Eq. �7.27�� as
Z=

�r

�

d�1�r�d�2�r�

�i �m��r�� e−S��m ��+i�
i

2
r,i�i�r��·mi�r�d /a

,

i

AT�q� = �ẑ � q̂�1A1�q� + �ẑ � q̂�2A1�q�,

where �q̂��i is the ith component of q̂� and �ẑ � q̂��i is the
ith component of ẑ � q̂�, and where ai�r� is the Fourier
transform of
ai�q� = aL�q��q̂��i + aT�q��ẑ � q̂��i .

��� · mi� =

�

2�

2

d�i�r�ei�i�r��·mi�r�d /a ,

Z=

−

where the � is a Kronecker � since mi, and, hence, � · mi, is
integer valued.
Now one can “integrate” �actually sum� by parts and re
write

�7.32�
The next step is to introduce dummy gauge ﬁelds A1 and A2
to mediate the long-range interaction between the defect
loops m1 and m2 in the Hamiltonian equation �7.23�. This is
accomplished using the Hubbard-Stratonovich transforma
tion and rewriting the partition function as

�r
�

�

d�1�r�d�2�r�dA1�r�dA2�r�

�i �m��r�� e−S��m �,� ,A ���� · Ai�,
i

i

i

�7.33�

i

with
S=

1
T

�
r,i

� �
� ��
mi�r� · − i

+ Ec�mi�2 +
+

�Tq

1
2

q

�
2
2 �AT �q�� +

�qz

Td2
� �i�r� + d3�iAi�r� + ai�r��
a
�Lq

�
2
2 �AL �q�� +

�qz

�

�

�Lq z
�A �q��2
BL L

�Tq z
�A �q��2 ,
BT T

�7.34�

where AL�q� and AT�q� are deﬁned in the same way as
vL/T�q� and mL/T�q�, i.e.,
AL�q� = q̂1A1�q� + q̂2A2�q�,

�7.35a�

�

d�1�r�d�2�r�dA1�r�dA2�r���� · A1�r����� · A1�r��

��

�exp −

0

Z=

�r

�7.31�

�i�r� � · mi�r� = − � mi�r� · � �i�r� + surface terms.
�
r,i
r,i

�7.36�

The two goals of all these manipulations have now been
achieved: the sum on �mi�r�� is now unconstrained and the
sum on each site over mi�r� is now decoupled from that on
every other site. Furthermore, this sum is readily recognized
to be nothing more than the “periodic Gaussian” ﬁrst used by
Villain.38 The partition function �Eq. �7.33�� can thus be re
written

�7.30�
where the sum over �mi� is now unconstrained �and no
longer has a prime�, the constraint � · mi = 0 is enforced by
integration over �i, since

�7.35b�

+

1
2

��
q

r,i,�

V p��i�r + x̂�� − �i�r� − Ai��r� + iai��r��

�Lq

�
2
2 �AL �q�� +

�qz

�Tq z
�A �q��2
BT T

��

�Lq z
�T
�AL�q��2 + q2 �AT��q��2
BL
�qz
�7.37�

,

where A�i �r� is the �th component of Ai�r� and the wellknown 2�-periodic Villain potential V p�x�
�

e

−V p�x�

�

� e−n E /T+ixn
n=−�
2

c

�7.38�

has the usual property that the smaller Ec / T is �i.e., the
higher the temperature in the original random-tilt smectic
model�, the sharper the potential minima. This can be seen
by looking at two extremes. When Ec / T is zero, the Villain
potential is a just a periodic set of � functions. When it is
very large, then the n = 0,�1 terms of the series dominate and
the potential is a constant plus a cosine of x, which is obvi
ously not as sharp as a set of � delta functions. Furthermore,
the amplitude of the cosine is proportional to e−Ec/T and
hence gets smaller as t is reduced. Thus, raising the tempera
ture in the original model is like lowering the temperature in
the dual model �Eq. �7.37��. It is precisely this familiar tem
perature inversion associated with duality that leads to an
inverted XY transition for bulk smectics55 and threedimensional disorder-free charged superﬂuids.56 It also plays
an important role here, as we shall soon see.
Standard universality arguments imply that replacing the
periodic potential V p�x� in Eq. �7.37� by any other nonsingu
lar periodic function should not change the universality class
of the transition. In particular, we could replace V p�x� by
cos�x�. The resultant model would be precisely the “ﬁxed
length” version of the “soft spin,” or Landau-Ginsburg
Wilson model, with the complex “action”
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S=

�
�r�

��

� �

+ t��i� + u��i� + w��1� ��2�
2

+

�

with

c
ad
ad
� + �iAi + ai� �i · �− �iAi + ai� �*i
2
T
T

�Lq
BL

4

�ALz�q��2 +

2

2

� ��

�Tq �
�A �q��2
�qz2 T

1
+
2

+

�Tq
BT

q

n

Sr =

�Lq �
�A �q��2
�qz2 L

�

�ATz�q��2 ,

�

��

� �−

�7.39�

�7.40�

corresponds to the topologically disordered, dislocation un
bound phase of the SV lattice.

�

ad
�iAia + ai� �*ia + t��ia�2
T

+

Disorder is included in Eq. �7.39� through the quenched
gauge ﬁelds a1�r� and a2�r�, which are related to the random
tilt ﬁeld h�r� by Eqs. �7.25�–�7.36�. The partition function
�d�1d�2��dA1dA2�e−S��i,Ai,h�

� ��� · A1���� · A2�,

�7.41�

with S given by Eq. �7.39�, is thus an implicit function of the
random tilt ﬁeld conﬁguration �h�r��.
The dependence of the partition function Z on the
quenched ﬁeld �h� is dealt with by using the replica trick
�Eq. �5.9��. Doing this leads to the replicated partition func
tion

Zn =

�

n

�da1��da2�

�e

� �d�1a��d�2a��dA1a��dA2a�

�qz2

�
�ALa
�q��2

�

ai1�q�a1j �− q�
= aLi �q�aLj �− q���q̂��1�2 + aTi �q�aTj �− q���ẑ � q̂��1�2
+ 2aLi �q�aTj �− q��q̂��1�ẑ � q̂��1
2
= ��
ij �tq�

�

��q̂��1�2
��Lq �2

+

��ẑ � q̂��1�2
��qT�2

�

,

�7.44�

where the second equality was obtained using Eq. �7.16�, and
where we deﬁned ��
ij = �ij − �iz� jz. Similarly,

�

��q̂��2�2
��Lq �2

+

��ẑ � q̂��2�2
��qT�2

�

.

�7.45�
One now must consider the statistical mechanics of the
model deﬁned by Eqs. �7.42� through �7.45�, in the limit n
� 0.
Since it is only necessary to determine whether the topo
logically ordered columnar elastic-glass phase is stable
against disorder induced dislocation loop unbinding, a com
plete analysis of the critical properties of the dislocation loop
unbinding is unnecessary. Thus, it is sufﬁcient to follow the
example of Radzihovsky and Toner29 and consider only the
limit in which u � 1. As a result, the �i ﬂuctuations are sub
dominant to those of the gauge ﬁeld Ai allowing a mean-ﬁeld
treatment of �i. In this case the remaining gauge ﬂuctuations
may be treated exactly. The stability of the columnar elastic
glass is assessed by studying the effect of diagrammatic cor
rections on the reduced dual temperature t. The lowest-order
contribution to the renormalized dual temperature tR comes
from the average of the “diamagnetic” terms

�S =

P�a1�P�a2���� · A1���� · A2�,
�7.42�

q

�Lq

Note that A1a is the ath replica of the A1 ﬁeld, not the ath
component of A1. The probability distribution P�ai� of the
ﬁeld ai in Eq. �7.42� is Gaussian, deﬁned by Eq. �7.16�. Thus
the distributions of P�a1� and P�a2� are completely speciﬁed
by the averages ai1�q�a1j �−q� and ai2�q�a2j �−q�, respectively.
These are easily evaluated using the relations �7.25� and
�7.36�. For a1,

a=1
−Sr��ia,Aia,ai�

1
2

�7.43�

C. Analysis of the dual model

�

� ��

�Lq z
�T �
�T z
�ALa�q��2 + q2 �ATa
�q��2 + q �ATa
�q��2 .
BT
BL
�qz

2
ai2�q�a2j �− q� = ��
ij �tq�

Z��h�� =

�

c
ad
� + �iAia + ai� �ia
2
T

+ u��ia�4 + w��1a�2��2a�2 +

where �i�r� is a complex ﬁeld whose phase is �i�r�, and the
reduced temperature t and quartic coupling u are parameters
of the model �and are the same for �1�r� and �2�r� because
of the symmetry of the square lattice�. Because of the duality
transformation’s inversion of the temperature axis, the re
duced temperature t is a monotonically decreasing function
of the temperature T �of the original dislocation loop model�,
which vanishes at the mean-ﬁeld transition temperature TMF
of the ﬁxed-length model �Eq. �7.37��.
Universality also implies that this soft-spin model should
be in the same universality class as the ﬁxed-length model
�Eq. �7.37��. Therefore Eq. �7.39�, shall henceforth be used
because it is more straightforward to analyze perturbatively.
Before undertaking that analysis, it is worth noting an
other consequence of duality inversion of the temperature
axis: the ordered phase of the dual model �Eq. �7.39�� corre
sponds to the disordered �i.e., dislocation loops unbound�
phase of the original dislocation loop gas model. That is, the
low dual-temperature phase described by
���r�� � 0

�
�r a=1

ca2d2
2T2

�i �q ���Ai�2� − �ai�2���i�2 ,

graphically illustrated in Fig. 6.
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FIG. 6. The Feynman diagrams that dominate the renormaliza
tion of the reduced dual temperature t.

Taking into account the symmetry of the square lattice
and ﬁrst angular averaging in the � plane, the correction to
the renormalized reduced dual temperature is, in d = 3 dimen
sions,
tR = t0 +
−

ca2d2
T2

2
� tq �

�

�� �
�qz2

q

1
��Lq �2

+

1
�Lq

1
��qT�2

+

��

1
�Tq

�

+

BL
�Lq

,

+

BT
�Tq

For all these reasons, a completely honest treatment of
dislocations in the full, anharmonic model is extremely dif
ﬁcult. The next best, tractable �but uncontrolled� approach,
introduced by Radzihovsky and Toner,29 is to simply replace
the elastic constants �, �, and �, and the tilt disorder vari
ance �t in Eq. �7.47� for the renormalized dislocation un
binding transition temperature, with the renormalized wavevector dependent moduli ��q�, ��q�, ��q�, and �t�q�,
derived in Sec. VI B. One can hope to justify this procedure
by doing an RG matching calculation.
Doing this, simple power counting shows that in the IR
limit �i.e., at long length scales� it is the negative, disorder
contribution to the renormalization of the dual temperature
that dominates, i.e.,

�t = − O�1� �

�7.47�

where the ﬁrst four terms proportional to 1 / �L/T
q come from
the ﬁrst graph in Fig. 6, with the wiggly line representing Ai
ﬂuctuations, while the terms proportional to �t come from
the second graph with the internal dotted line representing
the quenched gauge ﬁeld ai. The negative sign of the disor
der contribution leads to an increase in the dual Tc and can
be traced back to the fact that the action Sr in Eq. �7.43� is
complex valued.
Performing this integral, one ﬁnds no infrared divergence
in spatial dimension d = 3 �the only dimension in which the
analysis of this section applies�, indicating that the renormal
ized tr remains ﬁnite as the system size diverges. A ﬁnite tr
implies that there is a temperature regime in which the dual
parameter is in its disordered phase, which, in turn, implies
that there is a temperature regime in which dislocations in
the columnar phase remain bound. Thus, in the harmonic
model, there is a stable columnar elastic glass.
D. Treating the nonlinearities

Of course, one would like to also perform a full anhar
monic theory of dislocations �since the anharmonic effects
are obviously important�, but unfortunately such a theory is
simply intractable. In particular, the fact that, in an anhar
monic theory, the interaction energy between dislocations
cannot be written as a sum of pairwise interactions �since
their ﬁelds do not simply add� makes it impossible to even
write down a general expression for the energy of an arbi
trary dislocation conﬁguration. At best, one might hope to be
able to write down the energy for a few simple, highsymmetry conﬁgurations �e.g., a simple, straight dislocation
line�. Such specialized results would be of no use in a full
statistical theory of defect unbinding, which requires consid
eration of very complicated, tangled conﬁgurations of dislo
cations, which for entropic reasons dominate the free energy
near the dislocation unbinding transition.
Furthermore, even if one could write down the anhar
monic energy for an arbitrary dislocation conﬁguration, it
would presumably be anharmonic in the dislocation ﬁelds
mi�r�, and hence, those ﬁelds would not be decoupled by a
simple Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation, as they can in
the harmonic model.

ca2d2
T2

�

�t�q�q2�

q

2
„q�
+ �T2 �q�qz4…2

,

�7.48�

where �t�q� is given by Eq. �6.22� and �T2 �q� = ��q� / ��q�.
The contribution of the piece proportional to 1 / ��Lq �2 is absorbed into the O�1� coefﬁcient, since in the IR limit �Lq and
�Tq scale the same way with q �because ��q� / ��q� is inde
pendent of q�. Imposing an infrared cutoff qz � L−1 on the
wave-vector integral in Eq. �7.48�, one ﬁnds that the infrared
piece scales with the linear size of the system L like

�tIR � −

� �
L

�zNL

�

ca2d2�t
,
�T2

�7.49�

with

� = �� − 1.

�7.50�

If � � 0, the negative correction to t diverges, corresponding
to an inﬁnite downward renormalization of the dual tempera
ture, even for arbitrarily weak disorder, implying that dislo
cations in the SV lattice are always unbound. On the other
hand, if � � 0, then there is no inﬁnite negative divergence of
the dual temperature, implying that the columnar elastic
glass is stable in a ﬁnite range of temperatures.
Using the exact scaling relation in d = 3, Eq. �6.38� allows
� to be reexpressed in terms of the more experimentally
accessible �� exponent. Doing this one ﬁnds

� = 2��� − 1�.

�7.51�

Thus for �� � 1 the columnar elastic-glass phase is stable. In
d = 3, the estimate of ��, found in the earlier � = 7 / 2 − d ex
pansion, is �� = 0.74, so that a columnar elastic glass is in
deed predicted to be stable against dislocation unbinding.
Thus, in summary, for a topologically ordered phase to
exist the anomalous exponents must satisfy three distinct cri
teria, corresponding to a destruction of long-range transla
tional order, the existence of long-range orientational order
and stability against dislocation unbinding. These three cri
teria are, respectively,
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and a term proportional to

���zu�2

2

�8.2�

�which explicitly breaks rotational invariance� to the original
Hamiltonian. The actual values of the dimensionless con
stants of proportionality are not important and for simplicity
we set them equal to unity. In Fourier space, the second,
symmetry-breaking term becomes

E- expansion result

�qz2�u�q��2 ,
1/2

and begins to dominate over the

�8.3�

��q�qz4�u�q��2

term once

�qz2 � ��q�qz4 .
2

FIG. 7. The region of �� and �� that satisfy the criteria Eqs.
�7.52a�, �7.52b�, and �7.52c� for a long-range orientationally or
dered, stable �at sufﬁciently low disorder strength� columnar
elastic-glass phase.

�� � 1,

This clearly happens for qz’s smaller than a critical qc given
by

�q2c = ��qz = qc,q� = 0�qc4 .

VIII. MAGNETIZATION CURVE
AND OTHER PHENOMENOLOGY

We expect that for length scales longer than �NL the
strong, power-law anomalous elasticity will manifest itself in
the behavior of all physical observables of the SV solid, such
as the width of the structure function peak S�q� measured in
neutron scattering and the behavior in its tails. Anomalous
elasticity also implies that the stress-strain ��-�c� relation
becomes non-Hookean, i.e., nonlinear, even for arbitrarily
small applied stress �. �Note here, that � and �c should not
be confused with the Poisson ratio � p and �-expansion pa
rameter, respectively�. In this section we will discuss the
expected behavior of the magnetization curve and the struc
ture function.

q c� � � =

− � � · u,

��
�
�

��zNL���/� ,

� = 2 − �� .

�8.6�

�8.7�

The important thing to note about this result is that it �sin
gularly� depends on the applied stress �.
Now, for qz � qc��� the stress-induced rotational
symmetry-breaking term �qz2�u�q��2 in the Hamiltonian is
negligible �subdominant� relative to the vortex curvature en
ergy ��q�qz4�u�q��2. However, on longer length scales, qz
� qc���, the � term dominates, suppressing the SV solid
ﬂuctuations and hence cutting off the anomalous elasticity.
Therefore, the elastic moduli saturate, for qz � qc���, at their
values at qz = qc���, q� = 0, given by

��q � 0� � ��qz = qc,q� = 0�,

�8.8a�

��q � 0� � ��qz = qc,q� = 0�,

�8.8b�

and, hence, both are proportional to qc��. Since qc is a func
tion of the applied stress �, as shown in Eq. �8.6�, this im
plies that the long-wavelength limit of the 2d bulk modulus
C��� = ��qc� + ��qc�,
= ��1 + x*��qc����zNL��� ,
� ��qc����zNL��� ,
=�

�8.1�

1/�

where we deﬁned

A. Nonlinear magnetization curve

The origin of the non-Hookean stress-strain behavior can
be seen most clearly for a purely compressive stress, �ij
= ��ij, which, as we shall see shortly, arises from an exter
nally applied magnetic ﬁeld H along the ﬂux lines. Such a
stress adds a term proportional to

�8.5�

Using Eq. �6.20� for ��q� in this expression and solving for
qc, we ﬁnd

�7.52c�

and are along with a fourth bound that �� � 1 / 2 �which is
equivalent, via the exact scaling relation in d = 3, to the con
dition that ��t � 0�, summarized graphically, in Fig. 7. The
exponents found in the � = 7 / 2 − d expansion satisfy all of
these bounds; hence, a topologically ordered phase of the SV
lattice is possible in three dimensions. We shall term this
phase �which is analogous to the Bragg glass phase of vorti
ces in disordered type-II superconductors34� a columnar elas
tic glass �CEG� phase.

�8.4�

� �
�
�NL

�

,

�8.9�

with � � �NL = ���zNL�−2+��−��/��, and

�=

��
.
2 − ��

�8.10�

To obtain the response of the system to a uniform, isotro
pic compressive stress within the plane transverse to the
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spontaneous vortex axis, the 2d bulk modulus C times the
compressive strain �c � � · u must be balanced against the
applied compressive stress, i.e., C����c = �. Hence, we ﬁnd
that for a stress � � �NL, the SV glass exhibits nonlinear
�non-Hookean� strain-stress relation

�c��� = �/C���,
� �� ,

�8.11�

� = 1 − �,

��

2 − ��

,

�0.72,

�8.12a�
�8.12b�

where in the last equality, the numerical 3d values of �� and
�� obtained from the � expansion have been used.
To see that the non-Hookean stress-strain relation, Eq.
�8.11�, leads to a nonlinear relation between B and H, note
that the presence of an external ﬁeld, H, necessitates the
inclusion of an additional −B · H term in the Hamiltonian. A
ﬁeld H along the ẑ direction �the direction of the initial mag
netic induction B�H = 0�� will therefore induce an increase in
the magnetic induction, �B�H� � B�H� − B�H = 0�. In the vor
tex lattice state, however, since each ﬂux line carries exactly
one ﬂux quantum �0, the only way to increase B is to move
the vortex lines closer together, i.e., compress the lattice.
This implies that the external ﬁeld leads to a compressive
strain term, proportional to −H � · u. The external ﬁeld H
also explicitly breaks rotational symmetry, leading to the ad
dition of a term �H��zu�2. Thus, the application of a ﬁeld H
leads to a compressional strain �proportional to �B� and to
explicit rotational symmetry breaking, just as a uniform com
pressive stress does. The two cases are exactly analogous,
with � replaced57 by H, and the non-Hookean stress-strain
relation �Eq. �8.11�� immediately translates into a nonlinear
�B�H� − H relation of exactly the same form; i.e., into

�B�H� � H� ,

�8.13�

with the universal exponent � = 0.72± 0.04. This relation is
shown in Fig. 1.
Now, of course, in a real crystalline ferromagnet, there are
always crystalline symmetry-breaking ﬁelds, which pick out
a preferred direction for the magnetization, thereby explicitly
breaking the rotational invariance. These symmetry breaking
ﬁelds lead to a nonzero tilt modulus, i.e., to a term
1
V���zu�2
2

� �
�
V�

1/�

��zNL�−��/� .

�8.14�

In the Hamiltonian, which cuts off the anomalous elasticity
even in the absence of an external ﬁeld H. Consequently, we
expect the predictions of our rotationally invariant theory to
break down beyond a crossover length scale

�8.15�

If the crystal symmetry-breaking ﬁelds are weak, V� will be
small and our anomalous elastic theory will be valid for a
wide range of length scales Lz,� satisfying
�
NL
�z,�
� Lz,� � �z,�
.

with

=1 −

�z� =

�8.16�

For longer length scales the soft anisotropic elasticity of the
SV lattice will cross over to the conventional “tension” elas
ticity of ordinary vortex lattices. This crossover in length
scales manifests itself in a crossover value H� for the ap
plied magnetic ﬁeld H below which the non-Hookean law
�Eq. �1.2�� breaks down, to be replaced by a conventional,
Hookean relation �B � H �as illustrated in Fig. 1�. The value
of the crossover ﬁeld H� is proportional to the crystal
symmetry-breaking ﬁeld V�.
The order of magnitude of H� is determined by V�,
which, in turn, can be estimated from the width of the hys
teresis loops for the magnetic superconductor in the sponta
neous vortex lattice state as V� � M 0H0, where M 0 is the
remnant �spontaneous� magnetization and H0 is the coercive
ﬁeld. Although we were not able to ﬁnd any hysteresis data
of ferromagnetic superconductors in the literature, we hope
that our work will stimulate such experiments as well as
other attempts to estimate H�, such as microscopic models
and numerical methods.
The presence of the crystal symmetry-breaking ﬁelds also
makes it experimentally possible to apply the external mag
netic ﬁeld opposite to the direction of the spontaneous mag
netization. Although the true ground state clearly has a
“spontaneous” magnetization, which is parallel to the exter
nally applied ﬁeld, this antiparallel conﬁguration is naively
metastable if �H� � V�. Writing H = −Hẑ, we readily see that,
when H reaches the metastability limit V�, the 21 V���zu�2
term is exactly canceled by the − 21 H��zu�2 term arising from
the H · M interaction. Thus, at precisely this metastable limit,
the ﬂux lattice becomes soft in almost exactly the sense we
have been discussing throughout this paper. Therefore, we
expect anomalous elasticity out to arbitrarily long length
scales at this metastable point, even in the presence of crystal
symmetry-breaking ﬁelds.
Of course, the exact metastability limit can never be
reached; as it is approached, the metastable barrier gets
smaller and smaller, and before it can be reduced to zero the
system will thermally tunnel over the barrier. Thus, it might
appear that the point of exact softness can never be reached,
and, hence, that there is no regime with anomalous elasticity
out to arbitrarily long length scales.
However, this is not necessarily the case. Recently, it has
been found32 that if the crystal symmetry-breaking ﬁeld has
the right mixture of higher spherical harmonics in its depen
dence on the orientation of the ﬂux lattice, it is possible for
the metastable state to remain metastable right up to the
point of perfect softness. In a sense, the metastability actually
persists beyond this point; in fact, as we move beyond the
point, of perfect softness, the coefﬁcient D�H� of ��zu�2 in the
Hamiltonian becomes negative, inducing an instability not to
the true ground state with the ﬂux lattice tipped 180° relative
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to the metastable state, but, rather, to a local minimum very
near the original metastable state, which moves continuously
away from the old metastable position as we continue to
make D�H� more negative. Indeed, this looks very much like
the tilting of the molecules away from the layer normals in a
smectic-A to smectic-C transition. We will discuss this fas
cinating transition more in Sec. IX below.
It should also be noted that many of the ferromagnetic
superconductor materials are characterized by strong easyplane anisotropy and only much weaker in-plane crystal
symmetry-breaking ﬁelds. Our theory can easily accommo
date such systems by conﬁning ﬂuctuations of the spontane
ous vortex lattice to lie in a plane �that we deﬁne to be the xz
plane� by setting uy = 0. The symmetry-breaking ﬁeld V�
then describes the remnant in-plane �xz� anisotropy. The rem
nant anisotropy and associated V� should be quite small in
such layered easy plane materials. In this case the system is
in the universality class of the “hybrid columnar Bragg
glass” phase described in Ref. 58, which mixes the properties
of an “m = 1 smectic elastic glass”31 with those of a conven
tional Bragg glass.

the correlation
− u��0���

e−��Q · „u�r� − u�0�…�

I�q� = ���Q�q��� ,

�8.17�

2

�8.18�

and so the scattering intensity of Eq. �8.17� can be expressed
as
I�q� = ��Q�2

��

�

�eiQ·�u�r�−u�0��ei�Q−q�·r� ,

r

=��Q�

2

�

e

i�Q−q�·r −��Q · „u�r� − u�0�…�2�/2

e

,

= e−Q�Q�C���r�/2 .

� �� �
� �� �
�
�

Q−2 =

Q−2 =

�
�

which gives

�zX = �zNL

�Xz

�zNL

�8.20�

��+��

�8.21a�

,

���+���/�

X
��
NL
��

� �
� �

X
NL
��
= ��

�
G 2�

1/���+���

�
G 2�

�/���+���

�8.21b�

,

,

�8.22a�

.

�8.22b�

X
The temperature dependence of �zX and ��
could be used to
determine the exponents ��, ��, and ��t since the bulk ��T�,
��T� in Eqs. �8.21a� and �8.21b� have temperature depen
dences that can be extracted from data on bulk materials.
It is also possible to extract information from the scatter
ing in the tails of the peak. By “tails” one means at wave
vectors q = Q + �q such that

���X�−1 � ��q�� � ��NL�−1 ,

�8.23�

where � is either � or z. In this regime, the scattering

where �Q�q� is the Fourier transform piece of the spatially
varying density of vortex lines modulated along Q. For any
lattice u can be deﬁned via

�Q�r� = ��Q�eiQ·�r+u�r�� ,

2�/2

From Eq. �8.20� the widths in the q̂z and q̂� directions of the
broadened peaks can be obtained. The peak widths in the q̂z
and q̂� directions are deﬁned as the inverse of the values of
z and r�, respectively, at which the exponent in Eq. �8.20� is
�1 / 2. Using the expressions for Cs�r� , 0� and Cs�0� , z�,
given by Eqs. �4.26� �with the appropriate wave-vector
anomalous elastic constants and disorder variance� the peak
widths ��zX�−1 and ��X��−1 can be obtained by solving

B. Spontaneous vortex lattice structure function

Even though the neutron-scattering peaks of the SV lattice
will be broad �because of the absence of long-range transla
tional order�, they will still contain a great deal of informa
tion about the anomalous elasticity of the CEG phase. Since,
as demonstrated in Sec. VII �see also Ref. 21�, the CEG
phase possesses long-range orientational order, in single do
main, rather than powdered samples, neutron scattering
should be possible.59 Thus, the anisotropic scaling informa
tion, which is usually lost in a powder-averaged x-ray
scattering experiment, would be retained, allowing detailed
tests of the quantitative predictions for ��, ��, and ��t.
The neutron scattering will have broadened spots in the �
plane centered at the reciprocal lattice vectors. The intensity
of a Bragg spot centered at reciprocal lattice vector Q is

C���r� = ��u��r� − u��0���u��r�

function

I��q� = ��Q�2

�

e−i�q·re−��Q · „u�r� − u�0�…�

2�/2

,

�8.24�

r

is dominated by r � ��q�−1. If ��q�� � ���X�−1 �the ﬁrst part of
the condition Eq. �8.23�� then the exponent
��Q · (u�r� − u�0�)�2� is still small, because ��X is by deﬁnition
the length one must go to before ��Q · (u�r� − u�0�)�2� be
comes appreciable. This means that the exponential can be
expanded to give
I��q� �

�8.19�

�

r

e−i�q·r��Q · „u�r� − u�0�…�2�,

�8.25�

r

where in going from the ﬁrst to the second line the property
2
of a Gaussian-distributed variable x, �eix� = e−�x �/2, has been
used. The effect of the u-dependent exponential is to broaden
the peak at Q. This exponential can be expressed in terms of

which is just the Fourier transform of the quantity between
angular brackets at wave vector �q. If ��q�� � ��NL�−1 �the
second part of the condition Eq. �8.23��, then at this wave
vector the ﬂuctuations will be anomalous and the intensity
will be given by
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I�q� �

�t��q��q2z
2
+ ���q��qz4�
����q��q�

,
2

�8.26�

where the longitudinal and transverse pieces of �ui�q�u j�−q��
−1
, the
have, for simplicity, been set equal, since at ��q� � � �NL
longitudinal and transverse propagators are essentially the
same �since ���q� / ���q� � const�. Thus, by examining the
tails of the broadened peaks one could directly observe the
anomalous elasticity.
IX. FUTURE THEORETICAL WORK

There are a number of interesting questions that remain to
be investigated experimentally. One of them is the problem
touched on in Sec. VIII of applying a magnetic ﬁeld in the
opposite direction to the spontaneous magnetization to can
cel off the effects of the crystal ﬁeld. The state thereby pro
duced, though only metastable, could, in principle, be ex
actly, rather than approximately, soft. This exact anomalous
elasticity is probably not, however, controlled by the colum
nar elastic glass ﬁxed point we have been discussing up to
now. The reason for this is that the CEG ﬁxed point de
scribed a model with exact rotation invariance, to all orders
in the rotation angle �. In contrast, at the metastable ﬁxed
point of a model with crystal symmetry-breaking ﬁelds, we
have simply tuned H to cancel off the leading order in � �i.e.,
the ��zu�2� term in the Hamiltonian. The full model, however,
is not rotation invariant to all orders in �, since, for large �,
the crystal symmetry-breaking ﬁeld has a different depen
dence on � than the H · M term �e.g., cos��� vs cos�4�� for an
underlying cubic crystal�. This lower symmetry of the
metastable-limit model allows, e.g., the coefﬁcients of the
cubic �� · u���zu�2 and quartic ��zu�4 nonlinearities in the
Hamiltonian to be different from one another and from those
of the quadratic � � u�2 terms. This should be contrasted with
the columnar elastic glass Hamiltonian, in which these cubic
and quartic terms arise only from the square of the nonlinear
strain tensor vij and must, therefore, have the same coefﬁ
cients �up to known factors of order unity� as each other and
the quadratic terms.
A recent study of this problem32 has found that the depar
ture of these cubic and quartic coefﬁcients away from equal
ity with the quadratic terms is a relevant perturbation away
from the rotationally invariant ﬁxed point to a nonrotation
ally invariant ﬁxed point. This ﬁxed point exhibits anoma
lous elasticity with different universal exponents than those
given above for the rotationally invariant problem. Further
details will be given in a forthcoming publication.32
We have focused in this paper exclusively on static, equi
librium properties of �putative� spontaneous vortex lattices in
ferromagnetic superconductors in presence of positional and
random tilt disorder. Since, in the presence of tilt disorder
these lattices are glassy, their dynamics should exhibit all of
the interesting slow phenomenology associated with glasses.
The interplay of this slow dynamics with the anomalous elas
ticity we have studied here should make the dynamic behav
ior even more fascinating. In particular, the dynamics of depinning of these ﬂux lattices, which determines their voltagecurrent �I-V� characteristics, should be quite interesting.

Note added in proof. It has recently been shown60 that the
elastic theory developed here for spontaneous ﬂux lattices in
s-wave superconductors also applies, without modiﬁcation,
to superconductors of arbitrary �e.g., p-wave� symmetry.
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APPENDIX A: LARGE-SCALE BEHAVIOR
OF CORRELATION FUNCTIONS

In this Appendix, we give some technical details on the
solution of the saddle-point equation �4.20� of the replica
formalism of Sec. IV B, which we rewrite here for deﬁnite
ness

��u�

�

d d�q �
�2��d�

�

�

−�

TQ20
dqz
= 1,
2
2� †�q4z + Kq�
+ ����u�‡2
�A1�

with

����u� = u��u� − �u0dv��v�.

�

�

−�

Using the fact that

3��2
dx
,
4 2 =
�x + a �
a7
4

a�0

�A2�

we obtain

�

�

4
−� †�qz

3��2
1
dqz
=
,
2
2
1/4
2
8� †Kq� + ����v�‡7/4
+ Kq� + ����v�‡
�A3�

and hence, Eq. �4.20� becomes
3�2TQ20��u�
16�1/4

�

1
d d�q �
= 1.
2
d�
�2�� †Kq� + ����u�‡7/4

�A4�

Performing the change of variables
q� = q

�

���
,
K

Eq. �A4� becomes
3�2cd�
16�1/4Kd�/2

TQ20��u����u���2d�−7�/4 = 1,

�A5�

where cd� is a numerical constant given by
c d� =

�

1
d d�q �
,
2
d�
�2�� �q� + 1�7/4

�A6�

where, in Eq. �A6�, the ultraviolet cutoff � = 2� / a was sent
to inﬁnity. Now, Eq. �A5� can be rewritten in the form
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���u���7−2d��/4 =

3�2cd�
16�1/4Kd�

2
/2 TQ0��u�.

Taking the derivative of this last expression with respect to u
and taking into account the fact that �����u� = u���u�, we
obtain

�

�

3�2cd�TQ20 1
7 − 2d�
���u���3−2d��/4 =
.
4
16�1/4Kd�/2 u
Solving for ����u�, we obtain

��
u
u0

����u� =

C p�r� =

=

2/�

�A9�

,

3�2cd�TQ20
4�7 − 2d���1/4Kd�/2

�A10�

.

=

1
2
Kq�

+

� �
� �

�qz4

1

1+

0
1

1
2
Kq�
+ �qz4

1+

0

�

�

du
����u�
,
2
u2 Kq�
+ �qz4 + ����u�

�

=

�u/u0�2/�
du
,
2
2
u Kq� + �qz4 + �u/u0�2/�

0

�u/u0�2/�
du
2
u2 Kq�
+ �qz4 + �u/u0�2/�

�
=
2

�

1

0

dx

�

�

�

d d�q �
�2��d�

�

�

−�

1 − eiq·r
dqz
,
2� �qz4 + Kq2�/��1+�/2

� �� ���
��
� �

��5/4���3/4 + �/2� �
�
K
� 1+
2

�

�3+2��/4

dd�q� 1 − eiq�·r�
�3+2��/2 ,
�2��d� q�

2��5/4���3/4 + �/2� −�3/4+�/2�
dx
a
.
1+��/2� =
�x + a�
��1 + �/2�
4

For a spontaneous vortex lattice in three dimensions, d� = 2,
� = d� − 3 / 2 = 1 / 2, and we obtain

�

C p�r�� =

where 2F1 is a hypergeometric function. Replacing this last
expression back into Eq. �A11� and using the following lim
iting behavior when a � 0:

�

1 − eiq·r
dd�q�dqz
. �A15�
2
�2��d�+1 �Kq�
+ �qz4�1+�/2

�A16�

�A12�

1

�

−�

1
�
�
,
� 2F1 1,1 − ,2 − ,− 2/�
2
2 u0 �Kq2� + �qz4�

2F

�

where, in going from the ﬁrst to the second line we used the
fact that

4
2
�
x + u2/
0 �Kq� + �qz �

�

2T �
��2 − �/2����/2�
u0 2 − �

2T
�
�
�
� 2− �
�u0�1+�/2 2 − �
2
2
�

x−�/2

1
�
=
2/�
2 − � u0 �Kq2� + �qz4�

dd�q�dqz
�1 − eiq·r�G̃�q�,
�2��d�+1

2T
�
��2 − �/2����/2�
1+�/2
2−�
u 0�

C p�r�� =

where, in going from the ﬁrst to the second line, we replaced
����u� by its expression �Eq. �A9��. Now, using the change
of variables x = u2/�, we can write
1

�A14�

As we did in the last paragraph, we shall evaluate C p�r�� and
C p�z� separately. We have

�A11�

�

�
�

In terms of ����u�, the elastic propagator in the presence of
disorder G̃�q� is given by
G̃�q� =

� ��2 − �/2����/2�
.
2
2 − � u0�Kq�
+ �qz4�1+�/2

We now are in a position to calculate the large-scale behavior
of the correlation function C p�r� = ��u�r� − u�0��2�, which is
now given by

�A8�

where we called � = d� − 3 / 2 and where u0 is given by
u0 =

G̃�q� �

�A7�

� � ���

�
� 1
�
� 1−��/2�
1,1 − ,2 − ,−
=� 2− �
a
+ O�a�
2
2 a
2
2
�A13�

�

2T��7/4���1/4�
3�u0�1/4K

�

�

0

dq� 1 − J0�q�r��
,
q�
2�

T�2
ln��r��,
2u0�1/4K

�A17�

where, in going from the ﬁrst to the second line, we used the
fact that ��7 / 4���1 / 4� = 3��2 / 4.
We now turn our attention to the calculation of C p�z�. We
have

we obtain the following long-wavelength behavior of the
correlation function:
224506-28
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�

dd�qdqz
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=

� �

APPENDIX B: ELASTIC PROPAGATOR
IN THE PRESENCE OF DISORDER

dqz�1 − eiqzz�Kd�

In this appendix, we show how to derive the expression of
ab
�q� of the theory deﬁned by the Hamil
the propagator G��
tonian H0n of Eq. �5.12�,

T
�
��2 − �/2����/2�
1+�/2
� u 0K
2−�
�

�
�

�

−�

�

�

dq�

0

d�−1
q�
2
�q�

+

�A18�

,
�qz4/K�1+�/2

where Kd = �2�d/2 / ��d / 2�� is the total solid angle �surface
area of a unit sphere� in d dimensions. Now, using the fact
that

�

H0n =

�
a,b

�

q

1 ab
� �q�u�a �q�u�b �− q�,
2 ��

where
ab
���
�q� = ����q��ab −

�

d�−1
q�
dq� 2
�q� + �qz4/K�1+�/2
0

=

� �

� d� � 4
q
d� K z

−�1+�/2�

1
2F

�

�

d�
�
d � � 2K
,1 + ,1 +
,−
,
2
2
2
�q4z
�A19�

2F

�

�
d � � 2K
d�
,1 + ,1 +
,−
2
2
2
�q4z

�

�

��1 + d�/2���1 + �/2 − d�/2� �q4z
K�2
��1 + �/2�

ab
bc
ab
bc
G��
�q����
�q� = ���
�q�G��
�q� = ����bc .

dq�

0

d�−1
q�
2
�q�

+

�qz4/K�1+�/2

=2

ab
G��
�q� = T��−1����q��ab + �tqz2���−1�2����q�.

2T��7/4���1/4�
3�2u0K�1/4

T�2
=
2�u0K�1/4

�

�zz

0

�

� �

��

�z

0

K
�

dqz

we see that

d�/2

,

T
L
��−1����q� = �L−1�q�P��
�q�� + �T−1�q�P��
�q��,

1/4

1
.
qz

�

0

1 − cos�qzz�
,
qz

L
T
= ��L−1�q�P��
�q�� + �T−1�q�P��
�q���
L
T
���L−1�q�P��
�q�� + �T−1�q�P��
�q���,

cos t − 1
dt,
t

T�2
C p�z� �
�ln���z�� + ��
2�u0K�1/4

L
T
= �L−2�q�P��
�q�� + �T−2�q�P��
�q��,

�B7�

where, in going from the second to the third line, we used the
following results from projection operators algebra:

�A22�

�A23�

where � � 0.577 is Euler’s constant and the fact that Ci�x�
zz
� 0 when x � �, we see that ��
0 dx�1 − cos x� / x � ln��z�z��
+ � for �z�z� � 1, and hence the long-distance behavior of
C p�z� in three dimensions is given by

as claimed in the text.

�B6�

and

�A21�

where we introduced the cutoff �z � 1 / � for the integration
over qz, and where, in going from the ﬁrst to the second line,
we used the change of variables x = qzz. Now, from the deﬁ
nition of the cosine-integral function61
Ci�x� = ln�x� + � +

�B5�

���−1�2����q� = ��−1����q���−1����q�,

1 − cos�x�
,
dqz
x

x

�B4�

L
T
����q� = �L�q�P��
�q�� + �T�q�P��
�q��,

Replacing this last expression into Eq. �A18�, we obtain
�here we use the fact that K2 = 1 / �2���
C p�z� =

�B3�

ab
�q� is given by
It is easy to verify that, in the limit n � 0, G��

we obtain, in three dimensions �d� = 2�,
�

�B2�

But, since

�A20�

�

�t 2
q ��� .
T z

ab
Finding G��
�q� amounts to ﬁnding the inverse of the matrix
ab
����q� such that

and the limiting behavior when qz � 0
1

�B1�

�A24�

L
L
L
P��
�q��P��
�q�� = P��
�q��,

�B8a�

T
T
T
�q��P��
�q�� = P��
�q��,
P��

�B8b�

L
T
P��
�q��P��
�q�� = 0.

�B8c�

We, therefore, obtain for

ab
�q�,
G��

in the limit n � 0

L
T
ab
ab
G��
�q� = Gab
L �q�P���q�� + GT �q�P���q��,

�B9�

where
GLab�q� = T�L−1�q��ab + �tqz2�L−2�q�,

�B10a�

GTab�q� = T�T−1�q��ab + �tqz2�T−2�q�.

�B10b�

We, therefore, can write
ab
�u�a �q�u�b �q���0 = �2��d��q + q��G��
�q�,

�B11�

where the subscript 0 indicates that the average is taken
with the statistical weight exp�−�H0n� / Z0, with Z0
= Tr�exp�−�H0n��.
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IN THE ELASTIC NONLINEARITIES

of transverse and longitudinal parts in the following manner:

In this appendix, we ﬁll in a few details on the perturba
tive calculation of Sec. V. We shall start by looking at the
perturbative corrections to � and �, before addressing the
relatively more involved corrections to � and �.
1. Correction to � and �

Starting from Eq. �5.20� and using Wick’s theorem, we
ﬁnd that the part of the connected average �H2int�c0�, which
corrects � and � is given by
2 c
�Hint
�0���, �� �

� � ��

ab
In going from Eq. �C3� to �C3�, we approximated G��
�q
ab
2
+ q�� � G���q��, since we only need terms of order q�
ab
in ��ij �q��. Now, it is easy to verify, using the algebra of
projection operators �Eqs. �B8a�–�B8c��, that

ab
2 L
� � + �GTab�q���2 PiT��q�
� �.
G�ab��q��Gab
i� �q�� = �GL �q��� Pi��q�

�C6c�
The expression of ��ab
ij �q��, therefore, becomes

��ab
ij �q�� = −

�

c
,
����zu�a �r��2��zu�b�r���2�0�

with the kernel
1
T

��ab
ij �q�� = −

�

�

q�

qz�4

�

�

�

b�
uai ��q���ab
ij �q�u j �−

q�,

�C2�

+ q ��

+

��q�q jG�ab��q��Giab
� �q

+ q �� ,

qz�4

�

�2 2��
+
2
d�

where we used the following rotational averages of single
projection operators �Appendix D�:

T
�q��� =
�P��

�

���
d�

,

d� − 1
��� .
d�

�C8a�

�C8b�

Now, in the second line on the right-hand side of Eq. �C7�,
using the decomposition �C4�, we obtain

�

ab
ab
2 L
� �PijL �q�
��
G��
�q��Gab
ij �q�� = �GL �q��� P���q�
2 L
� �PLij�q�
��
+ �Gab
L �q��� P���q�
L
� �PTij�q�
��
+ GLab�q��Gab
T �q���P���q�
T
� �PLij�q�
� ��.
+ P��
�q�

�C9�

Performing the integration over polar angles, we obtain

ab
ab
ab
��G��
�q��Gab
ij �q�� + G� j �q��Gi� �q���

+ ��q�q jG�ab��q��Giab
� �q�� ,

�

�C7�

�2
ab
2
qiq jGab
���q��G���q�� + � q�q�
2

ab
+ ��qiq�Gab
� j �q��G���q��

�

ab
ab
ab
+ �2q�q��G��
�q��Gab
ij �q�� + G� j �q��Gi� �q��� ,

�2
qiq jG�ab��q��G�ab��q + q�� + �2q�q�
2

+

q�

q�

� �

q�z 4 qiq j

L
�q��� =
�P��

ab
��qiq�Gab
� j �q��G���q

�

�

q

ab
ab
ab
��G��
�q��Gab
ij �q + q�� + G� j �q��Gi� �q + q���

1
=−
T

1
T

�†�GLab�q���2 + �d� − 1��GTab�q���2‡

�C1�

where we have used the symbol � to emphasize the fact that
we only show the part that corrects � and �. Evaluating the
above averages using Wick’s theorem, we ﬁnd
1 2 c
1
− �Hint
�0� =
2
2T

�C5b�

�C6b�

��
+
��u�a �r���u�b�r��
2

�2
��u�a �r���u�b �r��
4

GTab�q� = T�T−1�q��ab + �tqz2�T−2�q�.

ab
ab
2 L
� � + �GTab�q���2 PTj��q�
� �,
Gab
� j �q��G���q�� = �GL �q��� P j��q�

c
����zu�a �r��2�zu�b �r���zu�b�r���0�

+

�C5a�

�C6a�

�� a
��u��r���u�b �r����zu�a �r��zu�a �r�
2

c
Ã„�zu��r��…2�0�

GLab�q� = T�L−1�q��ab + �tqz2�L−2�q�,

G�ab��q��G�ab��q�� = �GLab�q���2 + �d� − 1��GTab�q���2 ,

c
���zu�a �r��zu�a �r��zu�b �r���zu�b�r���0�

b

�C4�

where �in the n � 0 limit�

drdr �2��u�a �r���u�b�r��

a,b

+

L
ab
G��
�q� = GLab�q�P��
�q�� + GTab�q�PT���q��,

� 2q �q �
�C3�
=

ab
�q�
G��

is the propagator of the theory deﬁned by the
where
˜
Hamiltonian H0n of Eq. �5.12�, which can be written in terms
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�

q�

ab
ab
ab
q�z 4�G��
�q��Gab
ij �q�� + G� j �q��Gi� �q���

�2q2��ij
d��d� + 2�

�

q�

2
qz�4†2�GLab�q���2 + �d�
− 2��GTab�q���2

+ 2d�GLab�q��GTab�q��‡
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+

� 2q iq j
d��d� + 2�

+ 2�d� −

�

q�

other hand, ��Lab�q�� is the correction to the longitudinal part
BL = � + 2�. Hence,

2
qz�4†4�GLab�q���2 + d�
�GTab�q���2

�� = ��� + 2�� − 2�� = ��Lab�q�� − 2��Tab�q��

2�GLab�q��GTab�q��‡.

�C12�

Now, using the fact that
qiq j = q2� PLij�q��,

Performing the above q integrations, we ﬁnd that both
corrections �� and �� behave like

�ij = PLij�q�� + PTij�q��,

�� � �� � ��3−d�/2��d−7�/2�tLz7−2d ,

��ijab�q��

we obtain that

can be written in the form

2 L
2 T
ab
ab
��ab
ij �q�� = ��L �q��q� Pij �q�� + ��T �q��q� Pij�q��,

�C10�
with

��Lab�q�� = −

�

1 �2 2��
+
T 2
d�

��GTab�q���2�
+

2
�2d�

−

��

q�

2
qz�4��Gab
L �q��� + �d� − 1�

�2
±
Td��d� + 2�

2
2��Gab
T �q���

�

q�

�2
Td��d� + 2�

�

q�

qz� �6�GLab�q���2

+ 4�d� − 1�
�C11a�

�C11b�

Now, ��Tab�q�� is nothing, but the correction to the transverse part of the elastic tensor BT, i.e., ��Tab�q�� = ��. On the

�
a,b

�

�D = DgFD�x�,

�C14a�

�� = �gF��x�,

�C14b�

where x � � / � and the functions FD and F� are the functions
deﬁned in Eqs. �6.7a� and �6.7b�.

2
qz�4�2�GLab�q���2 + �d�
− 2�

��GTab�q���2 + 2d�GLab�q��GTab�q���.

2
c
�Hint,n
�0�
��,�t� �

where Lz is the size of the system along the direction of the
ﬂux lines �which comes in as a result of imposing an infrared
cutoff 1 / Lz on qz integrations�, which is the result �5.22�
quoted in the text.
In the RG analysis of Sec. VI, the integrals in Eqs. �C11a�
and �C11b� are evaluated within the momentum shell deﬁned
by Eqs. �6.1a� and �6.1b�, and this leads to

4

�GLab�q��GTab�q���,

��Tab�q�� = −

�C13�

2. Corrections to � and �t

We now turn our attention to the calculation of the perturbative corrections to the curvature modulus � and to the
disorder strength �t. These corrections will come from the
following terms of the connected average �H2int,n�c0�:

c
drdr���2�zu�a��r��zu�b��r�����ua���r��zua���r���ub���r���zub���r���0�
+ �2�zu�a��r��zu�b��r��

c
c
+ �2�zu�a��r��zu�b��r�����u�a��r��zu�a��r���u�b��r���zu�b��r���0�
����u�a��r��zu�a��r���u�b��r���zu�b��r���0�
c
+ �2�zu�a��r��zu�b��r�����u�a��r��zu�a��r���u�b��r���zu�b��r���0�
+ ���zu�a��r��zub�
� �r��
a�
a�
b�
b�
c
c
����u�a��r��zu�a��r���u�b��r���zub���r���0�
+ ���zu�a��r��zub�
� �r�����u� �r��zu� �r���u� �r���zu� �r���0�

+ �2�zua���r��zub���r�����u�a��r��zua���r���ub���r���zub���r���c0��.

All the connected averages on the right-hand side of the
above
equation
are
of
the
general
form
c
���u�a��r��zu�a��r���u�b��r���zu�b��r���0�
. Using Wick’s theo
rem, we can write

Integration over r and r� leads to the result

c
���u�a��r��zu�a��r���ub���r���zu�b��r���0�

=

�

�

q,q�

�

drdr��zu�a��r��zu�b��r��
b�
c
����u�a��r��zu�a��r���ub�
� �r���zu� �r���0�

�q�q�q�z2G�ab��q�Gab
���q��
=

+ q�qzqz�q�� G�ab��q�G�ab��q���ei�q+q��·�r−r�� .

�

�

q
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�

�

�

q�

�q�q�� �qz + qz��2G�ab��q��

ab
�G��
�− q − q�� + q�qz��qz + qz���q� + q�� �

�G�ab��q��G�ab��− q − q���.

�C16�

Using the above general result, we calculate the seven terms
appearing on the right-hand side of Eq. �C15�, and then Tay
lor expand the result in qz near qz = 0. Tedious but straight
forward calculations �which are best carried out using a sym
bolic math processor such as MATHEMATICA� lead to the
result
−

�

1 2
�H �0� =
2T int

�

b�
uai ��q���ab
ij �q�u j �− q�,

��ijab�qz� = ��qz4�ab − �

��

�t 2
q �ij .
T z

I�f� =

�� � ���t/T� � Lz7−2d .

��

�t
= �tgF�t�x�,
T

L
I��
�f� =

T
I��
�f� =

�

q�

q�

�

�

q�

�

q�

q�

�D1a�

T
f�q2��P��
�q��,

�D1b�

L
f�q2��P��
�q��P�L��q��,

�

L
�f� =
I��

=

�

f�q2��

�

f�q2��,

���
d�

���
d�

q�

q�

1
2
q�

�D3�

�q21 + ¯ + q2d �,
�

i.e.,
L
I��
�f� =

���
d�

I�f�.

�D5�

T
Similarly, we have for I��
T
I��
�f� =

�

q�

L
f�q2������ − P��
�q���,

�

1
d�

��

q�

f�q2��,

�D6�

thus,
T
I��
�f� =

d� − 1
���I�f�.
d�

�D7�

LL
We now turn our attention to the integral I��
,���f�. We
ﬁrst consider the case where the indices are all equal, i.e., we
want to calculate the integral
LL
I��
,���f� =

�D1c�

�D1d�

q�2
,
q2

�D4�

=

�

q̂�4 f�q2��,

�

q�4

q�

q�

T
f�q2��P��
�q��PL���q��,

f�q2��

where no summation is implied on the index � in the second
line. Using the rotational symmetry of f, we can write

= ��� 1 −

L
f�q2��P��
�q��,

2
f�q�
�qˆ �q̂� ,

q�

APPENDIX D: ROTATIONAL AVERAGES
OF PROJECTION OPERATORS

TT
I���
��f� =

�

L
I��
�f� =

where the functions F� and F�t are the functions deﬁned in
Eqs. �6.7c� and �6.7d�.

In this appendix, for completeness we evaluate angular
averages of projection operators, necessary for the RG com
putations in the main text and Appendix C. More explicitly,
we want to express the following d�-dimensional integrals:

�D2�

L
T
We start with the integrals I��
�f� and I��
�f�, which can easily
be evaluated. We have �in what follows, q̂� denotes the quan
tity q� / q�

�C20a�
�C20b�

f�q2��.

q�

�C19�

On the other hand, if the q� integrals on the right-hand side
of Eq. �C16� are evaluated within the momentum shell of
Eqs. �6.1a� and �6.1b�, then it follows that:

�� = �gF��x�,

�

= ���
�C18�

�D1e�

where f�q2�� is an arbitrary function of q2�, in terms of the
spherically symmetric integral

�C17�

Again, it can be shown that evaluating the q� integrals in Eq.
�C16� with an IR cutoff 1 / Lz on qz integrations leads to same
conclusion as in the previous paragraph, namely, that �� and
���t / T� both diverge with the system size in the fashion

LL
I���
��f� =

q�

L
f�q2��P��
�q��P�T��q��,

q

where ��ab
ij �qz� is given by

�

�

LT
I���
��f� =

4
q�

f�q2��.

�D8�

Because of the rotational symmetry of the function f, this
integral will be the same for all possible values of the index
� = 1 , … , d�. The decomposition of the vector q� in spheri
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����2z� = 22z−1��z���z + 21 �

cal coordinates in d� dimensions is given by

�

q1 = q sin �d�−1 sin �d�−2¯ sin �2 cos �1

leads, after a few manipulations, to the very simple result

q2 = q sin �d�−1 sin �d�−2¯ sin �2 sin �1

C d� =

q3 = q sin �d�−1 sin �d�−2¯ sin �3 cos �2
q4 = q sin �d�−1 sin �d�−2¯ sin �4 cos �3

and hence we see that the most convenient choice of � for
calculating the integral �D8� is � = d�. Taking q� = qd� results
in the following expression:
d�

d q�
2
cos4 �d�−1 f�q�
�.
�2��d�

�D9�
=

dd�q� = qd�−1 sind�−2 �d�−1d�d�−1 sind�−3 �d�−2d�d�−2¯
�sin�2d�2d�1 ,

�
�

�

�D10�

�

�

f�q2��qˆ �2 q̂�2

+ ������

q�

�

2�

�

d�1 ,

f�q2�qˆ �2 q̂2� =

q�

2
f�q�
�

2
f�q�
�qˆ �2 q̂�2

f�q2��q̂�2 q̂�2 ,

�D11�

=

�

q�

2
f�q�
�

C d� =

�

0

d�−2

sin

�

�

=

� cos �d�
4

�

1
d� − 1

�

1
d� − 1

��

−

q�4

�D12�

.
sind�−2 �d�

=

0

The integrals in the numerator and denominator of Cd� can
be evaluated analytically. MATHEMATICA, for example, gives
C d� =

��d�/2�

��

�

−

�

4��5 + d�/2� 2��7 + d�/2�
−
+
��3 + d��
��2 + d��

��

.

4
q�

1

q�

q4�
q�2

q�

q4�

f�q2��q�2

q2� ,
�
�����

f�q2���q2� − q�2 �,

q�2

q�

q4�

,

q2�

f�q2��

�

f�q2�� .

�D18�

But

�

�D13�

Expanding this last expression using the following results for
the � function:
��1 + z� = z��z�,

�

q�

3��
3��3 + d�/2�
+ 2d�+1
��d�/2�
��1 + d��

q�2 q2�

1
d� − 1

where
�

�D17�

where the two remaining indices in each integral are distinct
from each other. Let us evaluate one such integral. We have

0

q�

�
�
�

q�

sin �2 d�2

�

f�q2��q̂�q̂�q̂�q̂� ,

q�

d�−1
2
q�
f�q�
�dq�

0

=Cd�

q�

+ ������

sind�−2 �d�−1 cos4 �d�−1d�d�−1¯

0

�

�

�D16�

2
L
f�q�
�P��
�q��P�L��q��,

= ������

�where 0 � �k � � for k � 1, and 0 � �1 � 2��, we obtain

�

�

LL
I��
,�� =

q�

1
�2��d�

3
I�f�.
d��d� + 2�

We now consider the case where the indices �, �, �, and
LL
� in I��
,�� are not all equal. In that case, we can write

Using the fact that

LL
I��
,���f� =

�D15�

LL
I��
,���f� =

qd� = q cos �d�−1

�

3
.
d��d� + 2�

Hence,

¯
qd�−1 = q sin �d�−1 cos �d�−2

LL
I��
,���f� =

�D14b�

q�

f�q2��

q�2
2
q�

=

�

q�

2
f�q�
�q̂�2 =

1
d�

�

f�q2��, �D19�

�

f�q2��, �D20�

q�

and

�D14a�
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q�

2
f�q�
�

q�4
q4�

=

�

q�

2
f�q�
�qˆ �4 = Cd�

q�
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so we obtain

�

q�

�

1
1
− C d�
d� − 1 d�

f�q2��q̂�2 q̂�2 =

=

1 − d �C d�
d��d� − 1�

�

q�

��

hence,

q�

LT
I��
,���f� =

f�q2��,

f�q2��.

�D21�

Using the result �D15� for Cd�, we ﬁnally obtain

�

q�

f�q2��q̂�2 q̂�2 =

1
d��d� + 2�

�

�

q�

2
f�q�
�,

d� + 1
������
d��d� + 2�

�D22�

TT
I��
,���f� =

1
������� + ������ + �������I�f�.
d��d� + 2�

=

=

q�

�

q�

= � ��

=

�D26�

L
�q�������
f�q2������ − P��

�

q�

2
f�q�
�������� − ��� P�L��q��

L
L
− ��� P��
�q�� + P��
�q��P�L��q���,

= ������I�f� −

L
f�q2��P��
�q������ − P�L��q���,

q�

�

= � ��

2
L
f�q�
�P��
�q��P�T��q��,

�

q�

2
T
f�q�
�P��
�q��PT���q��,

− P�L��q���,

It is not difﬁcult to see that Eq. �D16� is a special case of Eq.
LL
�D23�. Hence, the ﬁnal result for I��
,���f� is just Eq. �D23�,
which describes all possible combinations for indices.
LT
Now, let us ﬁnd I��
,���f�. We have

�

�

q�

�D23�

LT
I��
,���f� =

�D25�

The last rotational average that we need to calculate is
TT
I��
,���f�. We have

and hence, Eq. �D17� gives ��, �, �, and � not all equal�
LL
I��
,�� =

�

1
������� + ������� I�f�.
d��d� + 2�

+

2
������I�f�
d�

1
������� + ������
d��d� + 2�

+ �������I�f�,
L
f�q2��P��
�q��

−

LL
I��
,�� ,

hence,
TT
I��
,���f� =

1
1
������ I�f� −
d�
d��d� + 2�
�������� + ������ + �������I�f�,
�D24�

�
+

2
d�
−3
������
d��d� + 2�

�

1
������� + ������� I�f�.
d��d� + 2�
�D27�
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